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Task force told
of big plans for
visit by mayor
of No. 2 city

Emergency medical technicians
to gather at MCCH for two days

Elsewhere...
Ateraciesne Prima

R)

WASHINGTON — Douglas H. Ginsburg's admission that he smokmarijuana in the 1960s and 1970s has jolted. and perhaps ended, his
bid to win confirmation to the Supreme Court, stunned senators say.
NEW' YORK — A coordinated drive to help push down global interest rates gave Wall Street a much-needed shot in the arm, but the
ailing dollar only grew weaker in foreign exchange. On Thursday.
major U S. banks cut their prime lending rates another quarter
percentage point to 8.75 percent, as European central banks lowered
their interest rates to stem the economic crisis precipitated by last
month's stock market crash.
14..4811/NGTO.% — Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger is
retiring with a final plea to Congress not to reduce President
Reagan's defense buildup, but lawmakers say money problems will
one_d_the_Inaja headaches of his sof-ce,ssor_Frank C. Carlucci.
.W.4.V.4GU.4. Nicaragua — Pres_ident Daniel Ortega says his
government will arrange a cease-fire with the Contras through an intermediary but that further steps toward peace depend "on an end to
the aggression against Nicaragua.'
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE, Del. — An American soldier who
defected to the Soviet Union last April is back in the United States today to face an interiogation and disciplinary proceedings, an Armsspokesman said.
CH/C460 — Plodding down the jogging path is a needlessly
strenuous way to avert a fatal heart attack among people prone to
coronary trouble, says a study that found yardwork and,home repairs
are plenty enough exercise.
WASHINGTON — The congressional Iran-Contra committees will
recommend tighter controls on the CIA and changes at the White
House in a report due out in two weeks, according to panel members.
PHILADELPHIA — Attorneys for a union leader and 12 associates
faced a difficult problem: how to counter secretly recorded tapes that
portray their clients as thugs in a bribery scandal. Their answer: present nearly 500 character witnesses.
ed

WASHINGTON — An iceberg twice as big as Rhode Island has
broken away from Antarctica and is drifting in the Ross Sea, the National Science Foundation reported. "The size of the iceberg in
human terms is staggering. If you could somehow transport it to
California and melt it, it would supply all the water needs of Los
Angeles for the next 675 years," Guy G. Guthridge of the foundation
said Tlitirsday.
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Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy with a
low in the upper 30s. Light
south wind.
..Saturday: Partly sunny and
warmer. High in the mid to upper 60s. South wind around 10
mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of rain Sunday and
Monday, and partly cloudy
skies Tuesday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley
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New In Brief

Emergency medical -technicians from across West Kentucky are
expected to attend a two-day Pre-Hospital Care Seminar Saturday
and Sunday. November 7-8 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
To be held in the Third Floor Classroom at the hospital from 8 a.m.
until 5 p.m. each day, the eight-session seminar will deal with various
types of illnesses and injuries and the appropriate _procedures EMTs
should use in dealing with them.
Phillip Adams, a paramedic at the hospital is the coordinator, and
there is a $50 participation fee.
The seminar has been-organized in accordance with state regulations for contunuing education units for EMTs. Adams said, and carries academic credit fot 16 CFI's for participants evaluating each of
the eight sessions
The areas of instruction include : identify the signs and symptoms
of orthopedic injuried patients. indentify the difference between
poisonous and non-poisonous snakes and how to treat each type of
snake bite; gain knowledge of AIDS. how it is spread, and the precautions needed in dealing with your AIDS patients; recognize the steps
for delivery. of an infant in the field and some of the problems that
may arise identify the signs and symptoms of chest trauma and how
to treat each type; know how to handle a disaster when it occurs from
an EMT EMTP view point, and recognize and treat some types of
pediatric emergencies that EMTs may encounter in the field.
EMTs wishing to participate may send an application including
name, address, phone number, and EMT certification number. Make
a check or money order payable to the EMT Seminar for S50. The participation fee is tax deductible and can be paid at the seminar or
mailed to EMT Seminar. c o Murray-(7alloway County Hospital. 803
Poplar Street. Murray. KY 42071 To pre-regis_ter for the seminar.
call 15021 753-9333

MURRAY - KENTUCKY LAKE
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Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, at right, outlines plans for second-rated retirement community mayor Bo
Turner's visit to Murray Nov. 20-21 at Thursday's premier meeting of the Task Force on the Number One
Retirement Rating. Task force members pictured from left are Paul Dailey, Robert "Buddy" Bucidngham
and Lanette Thurman. Other members of the task force are: Steve Zea, executive vice president of the
chamber of commerce; Harold Doran, chamber president; Walt Apperson, Sid Easley, Joe Dick, Stuart
Staff photo by David Tuck
Poston, George %%eaks and Kala Stroup.

By DAUB TUCK
Staff Writer
The mayor of the second-rated
retirement community in the nation is scheduled to visit Murray
Nov. 20-21, Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis told members of the Task
Force on the Number One Retirement Rating Thursday afternoon.
Clarksville, Ga., ranked just two
points behind Murray-Kentucky
Lake in Rand McNally's "Retirement Places Rated," and a full
slate of activities is planned for
the Georgia mayor when he arrives, Ellis said.
"He will visit as a guest of the city," Ellis told the task force
members at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
center. "We're going to present
him with the key to the city and
make him a Kentucky Colonel."
A reception hosted by the local
(Cont'd on page 2)

Council rejects mid-year tuition increase
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API —
Members of the state Council on
Higher Education say concern for
financially strapped students led
them to reject a mid-year tuition
increase proposed for the state's
public colleges and universities.
"An unplanned increase like
that, an unbudgeted increase for a
student, is just very, very difficult,
so that's why they did not do it,"
said Gary,Cox, executive director
of the council. "They were always
hesitant to do it, but they felt like

they should raise the question."
The council on Thursday followed the recommendation of its
finance committee and voted
unanimously against what would
have been an unprecedented midyear increase.
,"I think the deciding factor was
We're seeing a significant decline
in the amount of student financial
aid at the federal level," said
Council Chairman Michael Harreld, "and with access to higher
education being so important in

the state, we didn't want to do
anything that would denigrate the
possibility of anyone being able to
go to college."
Harreld said the proposal for
mid-year tuition increases met
with strong opposition at three
public hearings the council held
earlier this year.
The council did endorse tuition
incretses for the 1988-90 biennium
in accordance with its current
tuition-setting policy based on the
per capita income of the state's

residents.
A tuition increase of $40 was
recommended for the 1988-89
school year at the University of
Kentucky, the University of
Louisville and the state's six
regional universities. A tuition increase of $20 for the same period
was recommended for the state's
community colleges.
Current tuition at the state's two
largest universities, U of L and
(Cont'd on page 2)

Wilkinson to use influence with lawmakers
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP — In
his first news conference since being elected Kentucky governor,
Wallace Wilkinson senTd notice
to the General Assembly that he
will not stand idly by and trust the
fate of his administration's programs to luck.
"I intend to exercise all of the influence that I can exercise to pass
our programs," Wilkinson said
Thursday'.
The amount of influence to be
exercised "depends on whether or

Firefighters
get aid from
other states;
guardsmen too
By STEVE ROBRAHN
Associated Press Writer
About 450 firefighters from 17western states arrived in Kentucky to battle forest fires that
have burned through nearly 40,000
acres of timberland and caused an
estimated $3.5 million in damage
•
during the past week.
An additional 40 National Guard
troops also were sent to the fire
lines Thursday and officials of the
state Division of Forestry said
another 180 guardsmen would be
mobilized to fight fires in nor
theastern portions of the statf
today.
A spokesman for the forestry
agency's southeast division in
Pineville, Richard Green, said
gusty winds associated with a cold
front that moved through Kentucky early Thursday had
hampered efforts to extinguish
fires.
"With those kinds of conditions,
anything that's burning will go
haywire and b. lot of the fires we
put out will flame back up as they
(Cont'd on page?)

not they readily accept our programs," the governor-elect said of
lawmakers.
But on Wednesday, House
Speaker Don Blandford said the
General Assembly wofild not give
up any of the independence it has
asserted in the last two
administrations.
"We're not going back to the
strong governor type," Blandford
said. "We're going to work with,
as opposed to working for (the
gove rnor "

Asked if he intended to get involved in the legislature's biennial
election of its leaders, which include the speaker of the House.
Wilkinson said: "I think probably
not."
But he raised the specter of using a newly formed political action
committee to influence legislative
primary races, even against incumbents of his own party.
The committee, to be chaired by
state Democratic Chairman Danny Briscoe, was billed as a tool for

promoting such issues as a state
lottery, which was among Wilkinson's main campaign proposals.
Wilkinson said he had not talked
with anyone about the precise use
of the PAC, but "I think it will be
used to support and promote
issues, and to support and promote
candidates."
Asked if he could conceive of using the PAC's money against in,
cumbent Democratic legislators,

(Cont'd on page 2)

A visitor from the west
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Ginsburg's drug revelation
may end Supreme Court bid
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Douglas
H. Ginsburg's admission that he
smoked marijuana in the 1960s
and 1970s has jolted, and could cut
short, his bid to win confirmation
to the Supreme Court, senators
say.
Ginsburg, 41, revealed Thursday that he used the drug once in
the 1960s and on a few occasions in
the 1970s, adding, -It was a
mistake and I regret it."
The statement followed National Public Radio's request for
his comment on NPR interviews
in which a half-dozen people in-

Donna Herndon member
of graduating class
of Leadership Kentucky

dicated Ginsburg used marijuana
while teaching at Harvard Law
School.
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Joseph R. Biden Jr., DDel., said earlier in the day that he
hoped to begin confirmation hearings the week of Dec. 7 and finish
well before the Senate adjourned
for the year.
A source close to Ginsburg,
speaking on condition he not be
named, said the nominee told
senators he "didn't buy it ( marijuana i, didn't sell it and used it
just a few times.
Douglas H. Ginsburg

Wilkinson...

In the wide-ranging news conference, Wilkinson also said he:
—Had a buyer for his Capital
Plaza Hotel in Frankfort, which an
attorney general's opinion said
would present a conflict of interest
if he was elected.
Wilkinson said he regretted having to get rid of the hotel, which his
company operates on a 99-year
lease from the state. The hotel
'has not made me any money, but
I like the place and I'm sorry to
have to sell it," he said.
He would not identify the prospective buyer, saying only that it
is a Kentucky resident.
Wilkinson also would not divulge
details of the sale, saying "The
deal is done, but it's not signed."
He also said he was switching
his Bowling Green bank from a
state charter to a federal charter.

(Cont'd from page 1)
he said: "Yes, I could conceive of
a situation like that, but I do not
have specific candidates in mind
and I want to be very clear about
that.
"That money, I think, we will
use to help council candidates
(and ) General Assembly candidates in both houses," Wilkinson
said.

Firefighters...
(Cont'd from page 1)
are fanned by the winds," Green
said.
Townley Bergmann, a
spokesman with the forestry division in Frankfort, said the day
began with 32 fires burning out of
control over 6,600 acres. He said 75
new fires were reported through
the afternoon.
The largest fire, 1,500 acres, was
in Martin County. Bergmann said
firefighters completed control
lines around the blaze, which has
burned for two days. and used National Guard helicopters to dump
water on the flames.
"They've decided that they are
going to get that thing out and they
really worked on it," Bergmann
said.
Other large fires were reported
in Muhlenberg County, where
1,400 acres had burned, and in
Owsley and McCreary counties.
where I,000-acre fires were
reported. Smaller fires were
reported burning out of control in
Bullitt County.

Chamber to hold
local meeting on
workers comp
There will be a local meeting on
workers' compensation on Monday, Nov. 9. at 3 p.m. in the
meeting room of the University
Church of Christ.
The meeting, coordinated by the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
and the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, will
feature Tony Scholar, the vice
president of governmental relations at the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce. Scholar served on the
governor's task force on workers'
compensation. He will discuss the
recent special session on workers'
compensation and answer any
questions.
The meeting is open to the
public.

—Promised to continue at least
three Collins administration programs: the Bluegrass State
Games, Governor's Scholars and
Champions Against Drugs.
—Has "excellent- relations
with Louisville Mayor Jerry
Abramson and Jefferson County
Judge-Executive Harvey Sloane,
both of whom supported Lt. Gov.
Steve Besnear for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination. Wilkinson also said he had a "marvelous
relationship" with Collins, of
whom he was very critical during
the primary campaign.
—Plans to call a meeting of all
Democratic governors in the
South by year's end to discuss
strategy in the region's March 8
"Super Tuesday" presidential
primaries. He said the meeting
could lead to an endorsement of a
candidate by most or all of the
governors.
—Is considering a hiring freeze
and incentives for early retirement for state workers as a way to
cut spending.
Finally. Wilkinson said his transition team would be led by David
McAnelly, a Casey County lawyer,
and Jack Brims, of the Lexington
consulting firm State Research Associates. In addition to those and Alexander, other members of the transition team are:
William Cult, general Counsel for Wilkinson Enterprises. Kevin J sable, partner with the law
firm Wyatt, Tarrant L Combs, Brix* Wilkinson.
Wilkinson's nal:thew and campaign othciaL Tom
Dorman. an employee of the Leg,slatrve Res•erch
Commituon, Pat Abell, counsel to Collins. Jack
Foster, a partner in State Research Assocl•tes..

Wilkinson said campaign official
Donna Moloney of Lexington will be
executive director for the inauguration. Co-chairs of the inauguration
will be:
Judy Rhea Wells and L Rogers WOOS Jr. of
Glasgow, Mary Dee Bryant •nd M,ic Bryant of
Louisville and Marg,e and Floyd PoOre of FlorenCe.

/
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Saw Dust Days
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
Echo 280E, 12" Bar

Reg. 5199.95

$159.95

FREE
CHAIN

Echo 440 EVL
18" Bar

CS-280E

Reg. $339.95

$299.95
Echo CS510 EVL 20" Bar

Reg. $42995

$399.95

FREE Value Pak of Accessories
$59 Value includes: 2 qts. bar & chain
oil, 6 pk mix oil, safety goggles, grease
gun, felling wedge chain, file & 1 gal.
gas can.

Echo CS8000

Reg. $669.95

$100

Mail In
Rebate

$569.95

Your
Final
Cost

FREE
CHAIN

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon Fri, 7:30-5 Sat
Chestnut St

753 4110 or 753 2571

Donna Herndon. director ot the
Office of Alumni Affairs at Murrag State University. is a member
of the latest graduating class from
the 1987 Leadership Kentucky
program.
The 50-member class graduated
into Leadership Kentucky alumni
status Oct. 22-25 in Northern Kentucky. As a graduate of the program. Mrs. Herndon will continue
to keep in close contact through
the Leadership Kentucky Alumni
Association.
Mrs. Herndon described her
participation in Leadership Kentucky as "a precious strand of unforgettable experiences, strung
together on the threads of a shared
love of our Commonwealth. a genuine commitment to service and
a bond of affection. mutual respect
and loyalty within the group."
She added. -The most Important aspect of Leadership Ken.
tucks' is not the experiences or the
information and understanding
gained: it is the bond established
between talented. diverse,
motivated members of the class
The program has given me a
renewed faith in the ability of the
people of this Commonwealth to
solve its problems and make
tomorrow a better day."
The 1957 Leadership Kentucky
class was the third class to complete the program The statewide
non-profit organization was
created in 19M in partnership with
the state Chamber of Commerce
to develop and utilize the talent
and energies of Kentucky's present and future leaders.
The seven-month program bruigs together a group of 40 to 50 of
the state's most promising leaders
and includes visits to each of Kentucky 's
-cortgressiona.

Tuition...
(Cont'd from page 1)
UK, is $1,320, not including lodging, books and other fees. Tuition
is $1,000 this year at the state's
regional universities and $560 at
community colleges.
The council recommended a tuition increase of $20 at each state
institution for the 1989-90 school
year.
The council also voted to ask the
General Assembly for $592.9
million in operating funds for the
1988-89 school year. a 13.4 percent
increase over current funding.
The appropriation request is
still less than the full amount
outlined under a formula designed
by the council several years ago

Task force...
(Cont'd from page 1)
chamber of commerce is planned
for 5 p.m. Friday, Nov. 20 at the
chamber office on North 12th
Street, preceded by a press conference with Turner at 4:45 p.m.
On Saturday, Ellis said, Turner
will be the guest of Murray State
University President Dr. Kala M.
Stroup in the president's booth for
the MSU-Austin Peay State
University football game at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Members of the Murray City
Council, the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
and the Task Force on the Number
One Retirement Rating, along
with officials of city and county
government, will be invited to the
reception, Ellis told the task force.
Ellis visited Turner in
Clarksville, Ga. Oct. 16-17, and he
described his host as being an interesting individual who defies
classification.
"He's a teacher, a preacher, a
writer, and a counselor," Ellis
said of Turner. "He's a maverick
— he doesn't fit any category, but
he's very pleasant."
Ellis added that he plans to take
Turner to the National Scouting
Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America and to Kentucky Lake for
a brief tour.

districts to consider topics of vital
importance to the state, such as.
law and justice, education, health
and human services, government,
the media and the economy
The following is Donna Herndon's essay which was solicited by
The Kentucky Post from members
of the 1957 Leadership Kentucky
class and included on the op-ed
page of the paper on Oct. 22, 1957
It was one of seven printed by the
post

Donna Herndon
citizens who have a high school
diploma. In addition to these
distressing statistics about our
people, we have gained insights into deficiencies in our infrastructure Finding solutions for our proParticipants have
blems in education. human serde% eloped strong bonds
vices, corrections, transportation
Leadership Kentucky is a
and other areas will be further
precious strand of. unforgettable' complicated in the immediate
experiences, strung together on
future by a significant rewnue
the threads of a shared love of our
shortfall
Commonwealth, a genuine comThe most important aspei:t of
mitment to service, and a bond of
Leadership Kentucky has not been
affection, mutual respect, and
the experiences, though they have
loyalty within the group itself.
been enlightening, nor the inforTognether we have learned to
mation and understanding gained.
appreciate the courage of the coal
though it has been thought!
miner as we ourselves journeyed
provoking The most important
into the heart of tpe Eastern Kenaspect of the program has been
tucky' mountains We sat in the
the bond established between the
seats of the House Chamber of the
talented. deverse, motivated
Old Capitol Building and listened
members of the class. the Leaderspellbound as three former govership Kentucky alumni. and the
nors — Breathitt. Combs and 'Leadership Kentucky Board
Nunn — discussed....-Kentucky
members and other state leaders
government and politics. We saw
who have made the program
firsthand the overcrowded condipossible ,Money alone cannot
tions of Kentucky prisons, and we
solve problems. people solve procseated a simulated society that
blems Leadership Kentucky has
opened our eyes to the plight of the
given me a renewed faith in the
less fortunate
ability of the people of this CoTfl-.
Yes. together we have learned a
monwealth to solve its problems
lot We've learned about the pro- .and to make tomorMsv.,a better
blems facing Kentucky: our apday My classmate
I accept
palling rate of illiteracy: our the challenge of Leadership Kenfrightening rate of teen-age
tucky. with eager enthusiasm and
pregnancy — the high percentage
determination W e have beer.
of our children who are in poverty.
prepared well through this
and the low percentage of our outstanding program

for determining the ideal level of
funding at each of the state's
universities.
The council's recommendation
of $cay million for the 1989-90
school year would meet 100 percent of their ideal funding
estimate, Harreld said.
The higher education budget
was cut this year to help balance
the state budget. and council officials admitted a projected
revenue shortfall of as much as
$400 million for the 1988-90 biennium means the council's request
could again fall victim to other
budget priorities.
"I think the council's point is
that we shouldn't be timid about
indicating what our needs are,"
Cox said. "Now if we don't get it.
we don't get it.
We have been able to move a
little bit each year since 1983-84
toward the 100 percent. It's beenvery small, but we need to keep
that momentum going."

Girls released
from MCCH

('arohn Thorne

Carolyn Thorne
honored by
local hospital

Carolyn Thorne, a licensed practical nurse at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, has been selected
as the most recent "Out of the OrTwo Murray girls were treated
dinary" employee.
and released from the Murray
Thorne has been with the hospital
Calloway County Hospital after
since 1978, and currently works on
the car they were riding in just
three west. She spent her first five
missed striking a county school
years at the hospital as an L.P.N.
bus and ran off the road at 7:30
on second floor.
Thursday morning, according to
The "Out of the Ordinary" award
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
is presented regularly to an
Williams.
employee, like Thorne, who, in the
The accident, which occurred at eyes
of his or her colleagues and/or
the intersection of Poor Farm Rd.
patients, demonstrates outstanding
and Kentucky 783, took place when commit
ment to their responthe driver of the bus, James L.
sibilities in helping to provide qualiCooper, who was east-bound on
ty health care at the medical
Poor Farm, stopped at the cross- facility.
ing and proceeded into the in"I was really thrilled to receive
tersection into the path of a car the
honor," Thorne said, "and it
driven by Julie A. Bowen, 16, means so much
more when it
Farmington.
comes from your patients and
Cooper apparently did not see fellow employe
es."
the car approaching because of
"We're very fortunate to have
the sun shining in his eyes, Carolyn as a
member of our nursWilliams said.
ing staff," hospital administrator
The Bowen vehicle braked, ran Stuart Poston said.
"Her genuine
off the roadway and hit the stop interest in patients
and her topsign, slightly injuring the two notch nursing skills make her
a
passengers — Sara Bucy, 15, and real asset to Murray-Callow
ay
Robin Green, 16, Rt. 2, both of County Hospital."
Murray, according to the report. o "When I find Carolyn sitting
on
a bed, holding a patient's hand and
letting them talk about everything
from their lifestyle at home to their
grandchildren, I know she really
cares about her patients," a coworker commented. "Carolyn really exemplifies what nursing is all
about."
Thorne and her husband, David,
1 Wool.,
641 Sooth
Phone 7S3 111? or 800 676 S4114
have two sons, Paul, 11, and
IN.,er.l y MY
Christopher, 4. They reside at
His S S Mon fr, 11 I? Sat Open bare by
oppoonemenr
Route 1 Dexter.
Sales Jock Foley Ben hho Don McCord Jame%
Hornee
In addition to the honor, Thorne
Weller Byers, Ser Mgr
led VooDylre Ports Mgr
New esetutive units with factory warranty
received the use of a speciallyWE WANT YOUR BUSINESS
marked parking space for the
month, a certificate denoting the
honor and a special invitation to the
hospital's annual service awards
banquet.
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
KENTUCKY FARMERS RECEIVE GOOD NEVVs
Kentucky farmers received some good news over the past two
weeks from Washington. The Senate Agriculture Committee unanimously adopted my amendment which, if signed into law, will ensure farmers receive their federal farm-program payments when they
are due. Tobacco growers also received some long-awaited support
from the Department of Agriculture (USDA) when it dropped a
proposal to cut price supports on eight different grades of burley
tobacco.
Farmers who participate in federal farm programs know that
over the past two years farm-program payments have been suspended
five times. Farber this year, farmers' payments were delayed once
again--for 71 days farmers had to go without the checks they depend on to pay bills, buy food and clothing, and meet the day-today expenses of running a business. It is an outrage to have our farmers wait this long for payments that the federal government is contractually obligated to make.
'To rectify this problem, my amendment changes the appropriations procedure for the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC), the
organitation responsible for funding farm programs. My amendment will change the government's accounting rules in a way which
avoids Congress having to pass a supplemental appropriations bill
each time the CCC needs money to meet farmer payments. These
appropriations bills typically get loaded up with "special-interest"
projects unrelated to the funding requirements of the CCC. Debate
on the bill is what slows up farmer payments. For example, debate
on an arms-control amendment attached to the last CCC supplemental appropriations bill was one issue that contributed to the 71-day
.
delay.
You might remember that in June of this year the Senate passed
a similar measure that I attached to the Omnibus Trade Bill. Since
this bill has stalled in a House-Senate Conference Committee, I have
added ins amendment to the Agricultute-Budget Reconciliation package so it can move more quickly through the Congress and be signed
into law.
You mas also have heard about my recent dispute with officials at the Department of Agriculture. Because of their "insensitiv ity" toward Kentucky burley grower,. I took the drastic action
this summer of holding up all USDA nominations that had been sent
to the Senate for confirmation.
It seems that my message about paying more attention to the
tobacco grower -ix finalls getting through. The USDA recently announced that it has raised the price supports on eight grades of high volume, high-quality burley tobacco back to their 1986 levels. These
eight grades account for over 15°1:0 of the .market for this tspe of
tobacco. I he grades are:
•( 41
• t.

• C51
• X31

• C4I• X41_

• X31;
• X4I-

I he I .SDA's decision to cies ate these price supports hack to
their 1986 levels will save tobacco growers approximately SI million.
I he t'SIM has taken the first step towards recognizing the
unique needs of the Kentucky burley grower. I will be keeping a sharp
eye on the Agriculture Department to make-sure that their support
and cooperation with tobacco growers continues into a long-terr
trend.
I he passage of my amendment to ensure farmers receive timel farm-program payments and the raising of tobacco price supports
"roprescrits. m long-standing commitment to the Kentucky farmer.

Looking Back
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Misstep likely will make Ginsburg fall
President Reagan better get out
his tattered list of conservative
lawyers again. It looks like
Douglas Ginsburg isn't likely to
make it to the Supreme Court.

case, what he did is considered a
definite no-no.
A Justice Department lawyer,
or any other federal official, is required to avoid even the slightest
appearance of conflict of interest.
Despite his reputation for
If there is even a hint of something
brilliance, Ginsburg did
being less than proper, it's supossomething one might expect of a
ed to be booted upstairs to the
Chicago alderman, but not a
department's ethics office for a
former Harvard law professor.
decision.
While he was working for the
But according to the Associated
Justice Department a few years
Press, which broke this story,
ago, Ginsburg personally handled
Ginsburg didn't mention his stock
a Supreme Court case that exownership to his superiors or ask
panded the rights — and the profit
for a ruling on the propriety of his
potential — of the cable TV
being involved in the cable case.
industry.
Because the company in which
He was quite proud of this
he owned stock wasn't the comachievement. In fact, when he was pany involved in the Supreme
nominated for the the U.S. Court of Court case, Ginsburg didn't directAppeals, where he now sits, he ly violate any conflict of interest
listed that cable TV case as one of laws.
the 10 most important that he
But because the Supreme
handled while the top anti-trust Court's ruling benefited the inlawyer at the Justice Department. dustry in general, it can be
But now it has come out that at presumed thaty it benefits
the same time he helped win this Ginsburg's position as a
victory for the cable industry, he stockholder in a cable company.
owned a sizable chunk of stock in a
A spokesman for Ginsburg said
cable TV company.
that Ginsbufg decided on his own
And even though his Company that there was nothing improper in
wasn't the one involved in the what he did. But when those

Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Wingo High School In.
diaris 75 to 52 in Calloway's opening basketball game of season.
High team scorers were Stan Key
for Calloway and Bill Ingrum for
Wingo
Thirty years ago
Corrine Burch, senior from
Paducah, will be homecoming
football queen at Murray State
College for homecoming events on
Nov. 10. Her attendants are
Carolyn Lowe, senior from Lowes,
and Mary Martha Street Cagle,
senior from Murray.
Pictured are members of 20
homemakers clubs of Calloway
County at a leadership training
meeting at Murray Electric
System on Oct. 30. The lesson on
"Low Calorie Meals" Was by
Elizabeth Helton, food specialist
from University of Kentucky.
Forty years ago
Pfc. Robert J. Moser has completed four weeks' leaders course
of Third armored Division at Fort
Knox.
Work will start in the near
future for completion of industrial
arts building at Murray State College, according to H.L. Oakley,
head of the department.
Murray High School PTA will
have "Dad's Night and Open
House" on Nov. 13, according to
Mrs. Eubert Parker, PTA
president.
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senators start taking their shots at Justice Department?"
him, he's going to have to come up
Maybe Ginsburg will come up
with answers that are more per- with answers that will
satisfy the
suasive than that.
senators, but I doubt it. If they
I'm sure they'll ask:
could knock out Judge Robert
"Judge Ginsburg, your stock in Bork for one basic reason,
his conthat cable company is worth how servative views, what will
they do
much? About 8140,000? And you've to someone who has the
same
been getting as much as $15,000 a views plus this
stock deal in his
year in dividends?
background.
"Then tell me, judge, didn't it
It was difficult for anyone but a
occur to you that the reason the legal scholar to understa
nd much
cable industry was delighted by of what the Bork flap
was about.
the case you helped them win was
But it doesn't take a legal egbecause the victory would make ghead to see that
the kindest thing
their industry more profitable?
that can be said of Ginsburg's
"And didn't it occur to you that cable stock ownershi
p is that it
as the owner of a handsome piece had a slightly rancid odor.
of stock, you could be benefiting
There's an old backwoods sayfrom this legal triumph" of yours? ing that goes this way:
"You can
That your stock could increase in take the boy out of the
country, but
value? That your dividend checks you can't take the country
out of
could get bigger? That, simply the boy."
stated, it would put more cash in
Ginsburg was born and reared
your pocket?
in Chicago, where we have a long
"I mean, you're a bright young
history of fascinating financial
man, judge, so didn't you learn
dealings by our politicians.
about avoiding even the apSo I suppose we can now say:
pearance, the slightest hint, of "You can take a guy out
of
conflict of interest while you were
Chicago, but you can't take
studying law, or while you were
Chicago out of his business
teaching law, or by reading the
instincts."
rules and regulations of the

Letters To The Editor

Calloway .a contender for 'Pure Kentucky' award
Editors .Vote- The following'letter
was received by Calloway County
Judge-Executive George !Teaks
on the clean-up campaign in

Cousin is sought
To editors (it all' Kentucky
newspapers
NiV cousin. wbose maiden name
is fi-ham Thikim Cuc. married a
U.S Navy E-5 while he was in
Banang Vietnam. His last name is
Nabb.
Will anyone knowing of her
please write to me at 1464* Cornwall Lime. Chester. VA 23831 or
call mv. at r 804 I 458-0005
Thank-you
Dung Duc Nguyen
14608 Cornwall Lane
Chester.
:!3831
Thanks

Ten.years ago
Murray Civitan Club named
Ryan Graham as "Civitan of the
Year,- Elbert Thomason for
honor key award and Hoyt
Roberts for 15 years' perfect attendance at meeting on Nov. 3.
Twenty years ago
Sgt. Gary L. Yuill is serving at
Shaw Air Force Base, Sumter,
S.C.
David Wall, Bill Heise an Don
Shelton of Murray High School
Football Squad have been named
to All West Kentucky Conference
Football Team.
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expressed

Dear Editor;
We, of the University Church of
Christ, wish to express our sincere
thanks to the many individuals in
this community who helped make
our Dedication Sunday an Onerwhelming success. A special
-thanks -must - go-- to Mayor-Ellis,
Judge Weals and Dr. Stroup for
their part in the afternoon service.
We are also grateful to the
businesses in the community who
sent flowers or messages of congratulations. As always, we are indebted to the staff of the LEDGER
8r TIMES (Or the superb work done
on all of our advertizing. We wish
to make special mention of Jo
Burkeen and Mary Ann Orr who
usually handle our newspaper
needs.
Our heartfelt thanks must go to
those community people who
made cash contributions toward
the construction of our new
facilities. In addition, we cannot
overlook those whose confidence
in our church led them to purchase
our church bonds.
Community interest in our
building project has been tremendous. Our congregation has been
humbled by the good wishes and
the kindness expressed by so
many. It is our hope that the new
building will enable us to better
serve the needs of the good people
of Murray and Calloway County.
Sincerely, "
Ernie R. Bailey
For the University Church

Reader: lighten up
Dear Editor,
Apparently Mr. George E.
Henke of Coldwater doesn't know
the true meaning of Halloween. In
his letter published 2, 'Nov. 87 he
referred to it as the Devil's Day.
According to my reference book,
Nov. 1 is All Saints Day, a festival
commemnorative of all saints and
martyrs and Halloween is the
evening vigil of All Saints Day,
celebrated with bonfires, masquerading and the telling of ghost
stories.
Lighten up Mr. Henke.
Celebrating and enjoying oneself
is not the work of the Devil.
Harmon N. Lewis
Route 8, Box 470
Murray, KY 42071

Calloway County:
•
Dear "Pure Kentucky" Award
Nominee:
You will be pleased to know that
your participation in the 1987
"Pure Kentucky" Clean-up Campaign is being considered at this
time for nomination as one of Kentucky's entries in the "Take Pride
in America" Awards Program.
The "Pure Kentucky" campaign committee carefully drafted
the award nomination form
earlier this year to be compatible
with the "Take Pride in America"
application process. So, you don't

have to reapply to be considered addition to our national goal to
as one of Kentucky's nominations "Take Pride in America,"
to the national judges.
Sincerely,
Kentucky will make its nominaMary Helen Miller
tions to the national "Take Pride
Commonwealth of Kentucky
in America" offices by December
NATURAL RESOURCES
1, 1987. At that time, you will AND ENVIRONMENTA
L PROreceive notice from us on what TECTION CABINET
"Pure Kentucky" activities made
Office of the Secretary
the final list of national nominees.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
I am extremely proud of the
outstanding efforts made by Kentuckians this year to prove that
we're proud to keep Kentucky
Dear Editor:
clean.
"Pure Kentucky: We're Proud
For Veterans Only
to Keep It Clean" - is a poteworthy
If you served honorably in a_
foreign country, or sea, during any
war or emergency you may
qualitify for membership in the
WSJP, and the Murray Jaycees. Veterans of Foriegn Wars. There
Thanks to Chuck Shuffett at WNBS are several thousand out there
for providing live coverage. A who are qualified but haven't been
special thanks to all the Murray asked to join, and I'm asking
businesses who allowed ,us to veterans who qualify to join the
advertise our rally on their mar- VFW. Our repesentives of the
ques and also allowed us to put up VFW in Washington are trying to
posters made by elementary and get back what's rightfully the
middle school students. Door Veterans of our Country, such as
prizes were furnished by Murray travel pay (The Government cut
Optimists, MSU Department of out April 12th 1987,) to and from
Athletics, Murray Rental and the VA Hospitals among other
nippens._Pizia_But. and benefits. It is only through
menTherahip -that—Our voice is
Hawaiian Tropic.
heard so apply "Now For America
Thanks to all of you!
Whatever It Takes."
We Care
WE HONOR THE DEAD BY
Just Say No Advisory Cfpncil
HELPING THE LIVING.
Sincerely,
Roger Emmert, Commander
Barbara Loy ins
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
Route 4 Box 110
P.O. Box 743 Murray, KY.
Murray Ky.

Veterans needed

'Just Say No' Rally was big success
Dear Editor:
We would like to express our appreciation to the parents and
children who helped make our recent "Just Say No" rally a great
success. It takes a lot of support
and cooperation from all who care
about our ,children and young
people.
A special thanks to Doug Flynn
who said, "It's not your "ability"
.but your availability to help."
Joey,Davis and Eric Horner entertainers, MSU athletes,
cheerleaders, Dunker, Coach
Steve Newton, MSU athletes, East
Elementary 4-H Club, YMCA.
students, Larry England WCSD
(Calloway County High School TV
station) and Larry McIntosh
WPSD-TV, Murray Optimists,

&

"Great Meal Deals"
r
Food Bars
100 Items - 5 Varieties

N

Meats, large variety vegetables, includes soups and ice cream
$399

Children Age 5 & Under Eat

FREE
Choice of
Food Bar, Chicken
ol Hamburger
. th potato

Prime Rib Dinners
3 Sizes

bad

Small Meals
7 Varieties

with potato & bread

Steak,;Seafood, Chicken
with potato & bread

Daily Specials

10% Discount
MSU & Senior Citizens

2 Party Rooms Available
VISA

'cL406 N 12th

411
=
1).1

Large Room Seats 80
Small Room Seats 20
Carry-Out Orders Available
Sun-Thurs 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Fri & Sat 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

759-9555

•

•
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Comm
unity events announced
•

CDeau

Friday, Noy.6
Games will be at 8 p.m. at Mur.
ray Moose Lodge. This is for
Van Buren members only.
---Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
- --Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
---have heard many different verMurray High School Tigers will
sions of that legend — it's been play in football playoffs at
around for a long time.
Russellville High School at 7:30
"I have published three books p.m.
on 'urban legends' in which I
used a few letters from your
Truck Pull will begin at 7:30
column. Generally, you are very
good at spotting phony letters, p.m. in West Kentucky Livestock
but at times you have taken Show and Exposition Center. Adthem at face value. My favorite mission will be $6 and $10.
of the legends you have pub-- -lished is the one about the Givil
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
War 'virgin birth.' It ran in
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
November 1982."
Street Extended, Mayfield.
10th
The item to which Dr. Brun---vand refers, I titled: "Unknown
Main Street Youth Center, 205
Soldier Fires Shot Heard Nine
North Fourth St., will be open
Months Later." And here it is:
from 4 p.m. to midnight.
-- -DEAR ABBY: You said it is
possible for a woman to become
World Community Day program
pregnant and still remain a virgin.
It sounds impossible, but I know it's will not be held tonight at Coltrue, which reminds me of a similar dwater United Methodist Church.
story I read in a reputable magazine It will be on Nov. 20.
---some years ago.
It seems that during the Civil War
Saturday, Nov. 7
(May 12, 1863, to be exact), a young
Murray Chapter of Ducks
Virginia farm girl was standing on Unlimited will have its banquet at
her front porch when a stray bullet National Guard Armory, Colfirst passed through the scrotum of dwater Road.
Doors will open at 6
a young Union cavalryman, then
p.m.
dinner
with
at 7 p.m. Tickets
lodged in the reproductive tract of
the young woman, who thus became will be available at door.
---pregnant by a man she had not
AMVETS Auxiliary $45 of Paris
been within 100 feet or And nine
months later she gave birth to a Landing. Tenn., will have its anhealthy baby.
nual white clover sales in Murray
You don't believe it? If it hadn't today. Proceeds go to veterans'
been published in the very reliable hospital patients.
American Heritage magazine (De- - -cember 1971, page 99, in a story
Fall bazaar by Murray titled, "The Case of the Miraculous
Bullet"), I wouldn't have believed it Calloway County Senior Citizens
will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
either.
LELAND E. SMITH. Ellis Community Center.
NASHVILLE,TENN.
---Country Christmas Bazaar,
DEAR MR. SMITH: Several sponsored by Goshen United
years ago I ran that item in this
space, which brought me a Methodist Church Women, will
letter from a 90-year-old South start at 9 a.m. at Calloway Public
Dakota Indian. He said he had Library.
heard a different version of the
---same story. Only the girl wasn't
Brooks Chapel United. Methodist
a Virginia farm girl, she was an Church Women will have.a bazaar
Indian maiden who claimed she and bake sale from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
had been impregnated by a bow at Wal-Mart.
and arrow.
- - -Maybe that's where the tradiFirst Christian Church will have
tional Indian greeting "How?"
its Noel Market Bazaar from 8
originated.
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch served
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
church.

By Abigail

Modern Myths Run Forever
Without A Leg to Stand On
DEAR ABBY: You recentl
printed a letter from a lady regarding the horrible consequences suffered by a young woman when she
overused the facilities at a tanning
salon. The story she told was
obviously farfetched. Why did you
print the lady's name? You must
have known it would embarrass her.
I have read your column for many
years, and while I don't always
agree with you. I have always
looked forward to seeing what you
had to say. No longer. I think
printing the lady's name, when you
knew it would make her look
foolish, was just plain mean! Now
every time I read your column, I feel
resentment. Please notice, I am not
signing my name. You are not to be
trusted with it.
UNSIGNED IN OREGON
DEAR UNSIGNED: I'm glad
you wrote because other read,ers may have felt as you did, and
I welcome the opportunity to
publicly state that before I
published the woman's letter, I
obtained permission to use her
name. Furthermore, if I had
thought she might be embarrassed by the publicity, I would
not have identified her.
Incidentally, after that item
appeared, I heard from folklorist Jan Harold Brunvand, author,columnist and professor in
the Department of English at
the University of Utah in Salt
Lake City.
He wrote (in part): "I was
pleased to see that you debunked the tanning story. I

ent CIVET
11Erna
PECANS ARE HERE
•BEST WILD SHELLED HALVES 8 PIECES
*MUNCH* PECANS Roasted Sattod
*CUSTOM CRACKING OF YOUR is SMELL
PLUS NEW CASHEW PAC CANS 8 BOXES

KENTUCKY NUT CORPORATION
P0 Box 150

Hochman XV 42050

Phone 15021 236 2662

•••

(BARGAIN MATINEES)
THY heletKA T !PEA TAB

Mirrray Ledger & Times

to Burkeen. editor

Cheri & ane•SAT & SUN
An Seats *2.50

Michael Douglas
Glenn Close

Lakeland Wesley Village will
have its holiday ba7nar from 9
Senior Adult Banquet will be at
6:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church.
---Couples Bridge with Jim and
Janice Johnson as hosts is
scheduled at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
- - -Fall festival and chili supper

Saturday, Nov.7
will begin at 5:30 p.m. at Palestine
United Methodist Church. Proceeds will go to Lions Club
Telethon and St. Jude Children's
Hospital.
- --Darkee with music by Busting
Loose will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
---Murray High School Chapter of
FBLA will sponor a "Morp" dance
from 8 to 10 a.m. at school.

Sunday, Nov.8
p.m. in thigl floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. For information call
753-9333
- - -Wing° and Sedalia Lions Club
will have a skeet %hoot at 130 p.m.
in Sedalia, lust north of Shupe's
Nursery. Proceeds will go to Lions
Club Telethon.
--- Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nanny will
be honored with a reception in
celebration of 40th wedding anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of University
Church of Christ. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
-- -Shower for Teresa Garland
Mabe who lost her home and contents by fire will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at Dexter Community
Center.

Mooch'), Nov.9
Calloway County High School
Football Banquet will be at 7 p.m.
at Kenlake Hotel.
---Murray High School Soccer
Banquet will be at 7 p.m. in school
cafeteria.
- --An Old Fashioned Quilting Bee
will be from 10 am. to 230 p.m. at
Jackson Purchase Electric Co-.
operative, 2900 Irvin Cobb Dr.,
Paducah. Admission is free.
-- -Main Street Youth Center, 205
Sigma Department of Murray
North Fourth St., will be open
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
from 1 p.m. to midnight.
at club house.
------AA and Al-Anon will meet at
New Concord Adult Farmer
p.m. at American Legion
Class will meet at 7 p.m. at.MurBuilding, South Sixth and Maple
ray Area Vocational Schesol.
Streets.
- --- -- Leaf pickup fog, city of Murray
Murray State Blue-Gold Inwill begin today.
tramural Basketball Games will
- - -start with girls at 5:30 p.m and
Historic Preservation Forum of
Conducting
.Recital
will
begin
at
boys at 7:30 p.m. at Racer Arena
2 p.m. in Annex Recital Hall. Purchase Area Development
A table will be set pp to receive
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray District will meet at 4 p m in
donations for Need Line
State University. There is no ad- PADD office, U.S. Highway 45
North, Mayfield.
mission charge.
Truck Pull will begin at 730
---- --p.m. in West Kentucky Livestock
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
AA
will
have
a
closed
meeting at
Show and Exposition Center. Ad4 p.m. at American Legion First United Methodist Church
mission is $10 and $6.
Building. South Sixth and Maple will meet at 9:30 a m at church.
- --Streets. For information call
Workshop on "How to Cope with
Board
Murray-Calloway
of
759-4059. 762-3399 or 753-7764.
Difficult People" will be from 8:30
County Need Line will meet at 12
- - -a.m. to noon at Murray 'State
Union Grove Missionary Baptist noon at Pagliai's.
University. For information call
---Church will observe Missionary
762-2716.
North Calloway Elementary
Day
at
3
p.m.,
- - -School PTA will have its skating
- -- Basketball workshop for ages 6
Districts 1 and 2 of Loyal Order party from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller
to 9 will be from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at
of
Moose will meet at 10:30 a.m. at Skating of Murray.
Murray State University. For in-- Murray Moose Lodge.
formation call 762-2716.
Refresher Class for parents who
- - --- -Reservations : for Christian have attended previous prepared
Gospel singing featuring The
Single Adult Banquet on Nov. 13 at childbirth classes will be at 7 p m
Neal Family will begin at 7 p.m. at
First Baptist Church should be at Murray-Calloway County
Water Valley Baptist Church. OfHospital.
made by today
fering will be taken for Water
- - -Valley Volunteer Fire
Racer Club will meet at 6 p.m
Purchase Players of Mayfield
Department.
at
Seven Seas Restaurant
will present the original children's
------ musical, "Once Around the
Events in Land Between the
Bible Study tnondenominaWorld."
at 2 p.m at -Calloway
Lakes will include Candle Dipping
tionali will be at 7 p.m at New
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Public Library, Murray Tickets Life Christian Center, 115 South
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at are $4 for adults and $2 for Fourth St.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Husk- children. For information call
- - -ing Bee at 6:30 p.m. at The 753.8475.
Board of Purchase Area Spouse
--- Homeplace-18.50: Magic of the
Abuse Center will meet at 630
Reservation for "Country
Night at 12 noon and Skywalk at 2
p.m.
at Broadway Church of
p.m. at Golden Pond ,Visitor Christmas" trip by Senior citizens Christ. 2855 Broadway. Paducah
Center; LBL Wildlife at 2 p.m. at and friends on Dec. 16-17 to
---Nashville should be made by today
*oodlands Nature Center.
Parents
Anonymous
will meet
by calling 753-8274 or 753-0929.
at
6
p.m.
For
informatio
n call
Two-day Pre-Ho- spital Care
---762-6862 or 762-6851
Seminar will be from 8 a.m. to 5
Events in Land Between the
0
p.m. in third floor classroom of Lakes will includeCandle Dipping
---Murray -Calloway County for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
Hospital. For information call at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m for ac753-933,3.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and But.
tivities by senior citizens.
---termaking at 2 p.m. at The
---Singles' Class of Churches of Homeplace-1850; Magic of the
Children through the age of 12
Christ will have a chili and hot dog
Night at 12 noon and Sk!;walk at 2
will meet at 6 p m. in fellowship
potluck at lake cottage of Betty p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
hall of Elm Grove Baptist Chureh.
--MI-Van-will leave parking tot-of- -Center-2,-LBL Wild1i1e-at_24t_rn_at Teens and-younger men- will
play
Seventh and Poplar Church at 6 Woodlands Nature Center.
basketball at 7 p.m
p.m.
------ Monday, Nov.9
Baptist Womert•-of Elm Grove
Annual fund-raising banquet for
Secret Sunshine Sister Tea will
Baptist Church will meet at 10:30
Life House Crisis Pregnancy
be from 2 to 4 p.m. in multia.m at church for a foreign mispurpose room of Seventh and Center will be frOm 6 to 9 p.m. in
sion book study and potluck
Ourris Center Ballroom, Murray
Poplar Church of Christ.
luncheon.
State University. For information
- - -call 753-0700 or 753-9295
Sunday, Nov.8
Events in Land Between the
Second day of Pre-Hospital Care
- - -Lakes will include Candle Dipping
Seminar will be from 8 a.m. to 5
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
for childre from l0-.a.m to 3 p.m.
Presbyterian Church Women will
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
meet at 7:15 p.m. in home of Mrs.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Alfred Lindsey.
Homeplace-1850

"Get A Cool, Clean Tan
In Only 15 Minutes!"
No Blank Spots—No Stripping
In The Express Tan 360 Booth
1 Visit-44.00 6 Visits—$21.00
10 Visits Only $32.50

FATAL
ATTRACTION

Murray Hot Tubs, Spas
Tanning and Body Conditioning

(1:30, 3:45) 7:00, 9:20
a

THE

S 131h & Poplar

753-3492

PRINCIPAL
Where the
students major
in arson and
assault

SUNDAY BUFFET
11:30 A.M. - 2 P.M.
$5.50 ADULTS — $2.50 CHILDREN

— COMING SOON —
Arnold Swarzenegger
RUNNING MAN

ZAC 11106fon
7•1 STAR PICTURES

(1:30, 3;40) 7:20, 9:30
Chris and his dad have accidentally changed
bodies - but no big deal.
Chris gets the Jag and Dad gets the fake ID.

Area of
ea 1.1 at10

Like Father

Like Son
DUDLEY MOORE
KIRK CAMERON
• TRi STAR PELF AST

(1:30, 3:30) 7:10, 9:10

Kill

i•••••;•••!

livo. 641 S.,
753 MAIO

Murr,t‘

134st,

Fried Chicken Breast Filets
Kentucky Country Ham
Turnip Greens
White Beans
Deep Fried Okra
Mashed Potatoes
Buttered Corn
Baked Pineapple
Tossed Salad
w/homeniade dressings
Fruit Bowl
Garbanzo;iireen Pea Salad
Cherry Congealed Salad
Cottage Cheese
Bartlett Pear Halves
•Creamy Coleslaw
Homemade Rolls
Homemade IA-mon Custard
Choice of Beverage

•

Homeplace Family Restaurant
COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST

1$1

*Every Sat. and Sun. til Noon*
/
1 2 order. Country Ham, 2 Eggs,
Home Fries, Toast or Biscuits
and Gravy!
Only

demon
•,‘•

1906 Coldwater Rd.

rr.I
Diner% Club Cart

• .

BAZAAR SATURDAY - These gingerbread houses will be among items
offered for sale at Noel Market Christmas Bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 7,
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at First Christian Church. A soup and cornbread
luncheon at a cost of $2.50 per person will be served from 11 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. The public is urged to attend.

h..

OLILIEE..

It..1F.E.E.VE..*..E.C.ILIEVILC..E..1.‘

65

759-1864
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House director Phil Kilby at 753-0700 from 9.30 a.m to 4.30 p.m., Monday ttiough Friday, or Jim Stuart, 753-9295. Stuart, professor of biology
at Murray State, is a Life House trustee and is coordinator for reservations and table seating for the event.

Community Day on Nov. 20

World Community Day will be Friday, Nov. 20, at 7 p m. at Coldwater
United Methodist Church. The meeting was changed from tonight, Nov.
6, to Nov. 20, according to Toni Jones, president of Church Women
United, sponsor of the annual event. CWU is composed of all churches in
Murray and Calloway County and the public is invited to attend the
meeting on Nov. 20.

Justin Andrew Oakley born
Ms. Cheri Oakley of Rt. 8, Murray, is the mother of a son, Justin Andrew, weighing nine pounds one ounce. measuring 21 inches, born on
Thursday, Oct. 1. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents
are Mr. and _Mrs. Jimmy Oakley, Rt. 8, Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Rt. 5, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Clovis Oakley. Murray.

Life House banquet Monday
Murray State University professor of music Marie Taylor and
violinist Conny Ottway will perform at annual fund-raising banquet for
Life House, Murray's Crisis Pregnancy Center. on Monday. Nov. 9. from
6 to 9 p.m. in Curris Center ballroom, Murray State University. Bob
Amis of WNKJ Radio, Hopkinsville, will be keynote speaker. The film,
''Making a Difference," will also be presented as part of the evening's
activities. Crisis Pregnancy Centers are nationally organized and offer
counseling, pregnancy tests snd material assistance to women who are
in a crisis pregnancy situation. For more banquet information call Life

Chelsea Leigh Morris horn
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Morris of Rt. 7, Box 828, Murray, are the parents
of a daughter, Chelsea Leigh, weighing six pounds 14 ounces, measuring
1944 inches, born on Thursday, Oct. 22, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Lori Cross. Grandparents are
Howard and Jane Cross and Mackey and Glenda Morris, all of Savannah, Tenn. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Ben Jarrett, Morris Chapel,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Travis Morris, Adamsville, Tenn., and Mrs. Author
Krechi, Savannah, Tenn.

Jerry and Teena Crawford of Rt. 5, Mayfield, are the parents of a
daughter. Kacie Elizabeth, weighing eight pounds eight ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on Tuesday. Nov. 3, at 10:40 a.m. at.MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have another daughter, Cortney, 2.
Grandparents are Mrs. Trilma Mullins and the late Benton Mullins of
Benton and Stanley and Edith Crawford of Mayfield.
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NEW YORK tAP - Here are
the prime-time television ratings
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Country Dinner Plate
Plate Includes
Meat, 3 Vegetables & Hot Bit.,1(1
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Friday & Saturday Only
I. ,\----ç4
Sue's
Discount Jeans
Hwy. 121 N. at Stella

753-2493
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Restaurant

w

to Hwy. 641 N.

as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen
Co. for the week of Oct. 26 to Nov.
1. Listings include the week's
ranking, with full season-to-date
ranking in parentheses, rating for
the week, and total homes. A
rating measures the percentage of
the nation's. 88.6 million TV
homes.
1. 1 "The Cosby Show," NBC.
31.3 rating, 27.7 million homes
2. 121 "A Different World,"
NBC, 27.7, 24.5 million homes.
3. (3i "Cheers," NBC, 26.8, 23.7
million homes.
4. 140 "Growing Pains," ABC,
25.7, 22.8 million homes.
5. i5o "Night Court," NBC, 25.0,
22.2 million homes.
6. 61 1:Who's the Boss?", ABC,
23.7. 21.0 million homes.
7. t91 "Murder, She Wrote."
CBS. 21.9. 19.4 million homes.
8. 1101 '‘60 Minutes," CBS, 21.7,
19.2 million homes.
9. 1121 "L.A. Law." NBC, 21.0,
18.6 million homes.
9. 1111 "Family Ties," NBC,
21(1. 1
million homes.

Each Saturday Until Christmas
y.)
Ii
/1/1 Wit

774

/
r

will he showing.exclusive lines of 14 Kt. Gold
'Jewelry for the fashion consciOus as well as
providing diamonds at wholesale prices.
Dor Mae Fashions will host this showing on
Saturdays only from 10-5. Register for a free
bottle of Georgio cologne. The drawing will
-he Saturday. Dee. 26th.

Dixieland Center

GO TO JAIL

"But I've Gotta
Help the Children!"

for the W.P.S.D.
Lions Club Telethon
Tuesday & Wednesday
Nov. 10th & 11th
For a $5.00 Donation and a Phone Call,
You Can Have Your Favorite Friend
Put in Jail For a Good Cause
To swear out a warrant, come into Wal-Mart and make your donation
'All

proceeds go the the W.P.S.D Lion's Club Telethon for Easter Seals
-

WM:MART

Call

759-9995
Hwy 641 North, Murray

COME TO THE

SHARP TV & VCR SALE

•••••••••••
Weekend Special

25- Color Console TV
$499.95
•
Sharp VCR :
$279.95
Color
Sharp 19
Portable
TV $269.95
Sharp 25 Color Portable
TV $399.95
Check out our Sharp
Stereos & Boom Boxes
55 off Movie Club
Memberships inclues 27 FREE
Movies and daily discounts

"'4.•

Land Lovers!!!

1140W

Mich

The Secret Sunshine Sister Tea of Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ will be Sunday, Nov. 8, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the multi-purpose room
of the church. Each one should bring a $2 gift for your secret sunshine
sister. Any one not presently involved, who would like to be, is invited to
attend

Kacie Elizabeth Crawford horn

School lunch menus sponsored by Noung-at-Heart.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Sunshine Sister Tea on Sunday

753-4141

ILIE.E.E.EILE.ILE.EAULIM VE.C.A.E.CE.E.E.11

Si,

Go

••••
•

5
6

10

Rent

Movies$
For
Movie Club Members Rent
For $

1

Rent a VCR for the Weekend
for only 41.95 Gad wit a Free Movie
Pick Up Woekend Special Friday,
Bring Sack Monday
Your movie professionals have over 2550
movie titles & 50 VCR's to rent.
Open til 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

Sharp

200

E. Main Murray 753-8201
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YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT
We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
what we mean with quality
State Auto
f
panz,
proteCtion and service Cali al:
in ensuf•
Corn
Js today

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT -

Good Luck Racers
from all your Gulf Dealers!

GM RACERS!
We've
Supported You
For More Than

Auto Laundry - 16th & Chestnut
Murray Gulf - 12th & Glendale
Eastside Gulf - 2nd & Mairl
University Gulf - 16th & Chestnut
Duncan's Market - Hwy 94 E. & 732

Le

50 Years!

elt

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

belcher oil co. inc.
403 South L.P. Miller
Murray
753-021 2

407 Maple
Southside ot the Ct Squire
753-4451

•

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray, KY 42071

"All

401 Oa

Good Luck
Racers!

WALTMART

RACER FORMR!It

Hwy 641 N.
Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mol-Sat 9-6

WEST KY
TRAILER SALES
Repair

Parts

RV Repair

Welding

Trailer Hitches
Installed

Used Trailers

frMurray, KY
121 N.
(502) 753-7246

1987 Schedule
Sept. 5

Tennessee-Martin
(Scout Night)
Sept. 12
Southeast Missouri
(Business & Industry Night)
Sept. 19
At Western Kentucky
Sept. 26
At Louisville
Oct. 10
At Eastern Kentucky*
Oct. 17
Liberty University
(Parents Day)
Oct. 24
At Tennessee Tech*
Oct. 31
Morehead (Homecoming)*
Nov. 7
At Youngstown State*
Nov. 14
At Middle Tennessee*
Nov. 21
Austin Peay*
*Ohio Valley Conference Games
All Times Are Central

7:30
7:30
7:30
6:00
12:30
7:30
1:30
2:00
3:30
1:30
1:30

Video Mart
Over 2000,
Movies
No Membership Fees
Convenient Parking
Night Deposit Available
Special Weekend Rates

5 Movies
For

VCR

$

95
Per Day

$600

Murray, Ky.
Bel-Air Center
502-753-1399

Let us Give
You Cash Back!
*400 Cash Back
on 2-Wheel Drive Comanche
'500 Cash Back
on 4-Wheel Drive Comanche
and Cherokee Wagoneer
'750 Cash Back
on Medallion

AMC JEEP
RENAULT,'INC.

CAINS

Hwy. 641 N.

o

RENAULT

753-6448

Good Luck
Racers!
For All Your Insurance
Needs, Stop In Or Call

Ross Insurance
600 Main

753-0489

Game Notes: Murray State Racers (5-3. 2-1 ovc vs. Youngstown State
Penguins 5-3, 3-1 over. November 7, 1987. 4:30 p.m. EST. Arnold
Stambaugh Stadium 116.0001, Youngstown, OH. Game 9.
Thus Far: Murray State is 5-3, i W 34-6 Tennessee-Martin, W 30-12
Southeast Missouri, L 21-17 at WesterniRentucky. L 34-10 at Louisville,
L 29-21 at Eastern Kentucky, W 34-12 Liberty, W 24-21 at Tennessee
Tech. W 53-15 Morehead State. With a record of 2-1, the Racers are
tied for third in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Youngstown State is 5-3 IL 35-20 at Eastern Michigan, W 20-17 at
Bowling Green. L 38-13 at Marshall. W 29-14 Northeastern, W 18-15
at Tennessee Tech, W 20-18 at Austin Peay. L 14-17 at Eastern Kentucky, W' 17-16 at Middle Tennessee). With a record of 3-1, the
Penguins are tied for first place in the OVC.
The Coaches: Mike Mahoney is 5-3 in his first season as head coach
at Murray State. A 1974 graduate of Southern Connecticut State College. he spent a total of six seasons as an assistant coach on the Murray State staff. He also has experience as an assistant at Arizona.
William and Mary. and Kansas.
Jim Tressel is 7-12 in his second season as -head coach Lt
Youngstown State, his first head coaching position. A 1975 graduate
of Baldwin-Wallace, he has served as an assistant coach at Ohio State.
Miami of Ohio, and Akron. He is the son of the late Dr. lee Tressel.
who complied a 155-52-6 record as head coach at Baldwin-Wallace.
The Series: Begun on October 10, 1970. with a 42-32 Murray State
win in Murray. the Racers have gone on to a 6-1 advantage in the
short-lived series. The Racers' only loss came on Nov. 10, 1973, when
the Racers fell by a 12-8 score in Youngstown. Only three of the games
have been decided by a touchdown or less, with two of them coming
in Youngstown. MSU is 2-1 in those games, including last season's
17-14 win. Overall scoring is MSU 158, YSU 87, for an average score
going to the Racers 23-12.
This Date In Racer History: Murray
State is 3-5 when playing football on this date, including a 1-2 mark on the road. The last time MSU
played a road game on this date was 1981, when the Racers downed
Austin Peay 34-29. Charlie Forrest gained 135 yards in 13 carries
against the Blue Raiders in 1953 fOr the only 100-yard rushing games
by Racer backs on this date.
Today's Officials: Referee: George Lusby; Umpire: Jack Swann;
Linesman: Bill Smith; Line Judge: Herman Brown: Field Judge:
Charles Kolbe; Back Judge: Charles Hall.
OVC Elsewhere: Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee Tech 41:30 CST,
Middle Tennessee at Morehead State ( 1:30 EST I, Bethune-Cookman
at Tennessee State 11:30 CST).
Racers, Penguins, and 100-Yard Games: Murray State running
backs havetallied a total of four 100-yard games against Young_stown
State. The most productive afternoon came in 1981. when Nick Nance
carried the ball 19 times for 181 yards in a 13-9 win in Youngstown.
Frank Thigpen, now a safety for the Racers, had 137 yards in 19 carried in his first college start in last year's 17-14 win in the rain. Carlos
Warlord picked up the only 100-yard game in his Racer career with
113 yards in 10 carries in 1984, bolstered by an 83-yard touchdown run.
In 1973, Don Clayton picked up 107 yards in 18 carries.
When the Racers Score First: In the last six years, Murray State
has won 40 of the 60 games in which it has scored first, at .667 winning percentage
„
Stingy Defense: Since Murray State adopted the wide tackle six
defense in 1979, the Racers have shut out oppoents three times, held
them to a touchdown or less 31 times, and held them to two
touchdowns or less 55 times. That's in a total of 109 games.
Double Digit Dealings: Murray State has scored in double digits
in 41 of the last 42 games played, including a string of 18 consecutive
games extending back to the third game of the 1986 season and including the NCAA Division 1-AA playoff game against Eastern
Illinois.
Hurd, Lapa honored: Racer seniors Greg Hurd and Kent Lapa have
been recognized by the Ohio Valley Conference in its weekly honors
Hurd, an offensive tackle, received Offensive Lineman of the Week
honors for the second time this season as he shared the award with
Eastern Kentucky's Dave Miller. Lapa. a denfensive end who missed the 1986 season due to surgery on both shoulders, earned OVC
Defensive Player of the Week kudos by making five solo tackles and
four assisted for a total of nine stops. Included in the total was one
tackle for loss and two sacks, one of which resulted in a safety.
Success and Successor: Youngstown State's Trenton Lykes has
rewritten the Ohio Valley Conference records to career passing yards,
career total yards, career pass attempts, and career pass completions. Today may be a glimpse at both the present and the future as
Lykes links up with his likely successor, MSU's Michael Proctor, who
is on a current pace to surpass 8,000 career passing yards before he
is through at Murray State.
Tharpe Thumps: Inside linebacker Jon Tharpe picked up 14 tackles
against Morehead State Saturday, which gave him 274 for his career,
good for a tie for tenth in the MSU all-time tackles chart. By main-

etiert

taining his seasonal average of 12 tackles per game, he coulu complete his career ranked fifth on the career chart
Howard's Hummin': Wide receiver Stanley Howard is now only four
yards from second place in career reception yardage at MSU. With
1.556 yards, he needs 281 to reach the school mark of 1,837, set by Lee
MeCormick in 1985 Howard's 26.5 yards per catch would be an NCAA
record if he can maintain it with a minimum of 30 catches Whilt.
YSL7's top two receivers each have more catches la total of 68 bet
ween the two compared to Howard's 21, less than a third of the
Penguins' total, Howard trails them in reception yardage by only
94 yards I 651 for YS12's duo to 557 for Howard)
Sagarin's Division FAA Rankings: Here's a breakdown of Divisioll
1-AA teams from Jeff Sagarin's computer ratings of Division IA and
I-AA teams, which appear every Tuesday in USA Today. The numbers
in parentheses are last week's and this week's overall rankings in
I-A and I-AA combined, while the numbers to the left of the teams
are last week's and this week's rating in I-AA alone An asterisk I°
Indicates and OVC team, while boldface is a Racer opponent

A Different Sagarin: Jeff Sagarin, computer whiz for USA Today.
has come out with another ranking-this time, it's a strength of
schedule evaluation, based on how a team's Division LA or I-As opponents' schedules are going so far Here's how Division I-AA stack
ed up prior to Saturday, with overall rankings in parentheses
1. Appalachian State 141
2. Dartmouth 0-1
3. Northeastern 181
4. Eastern Kentucky (Ill
5. Brown 17
6. Furman (24 )
7. Western Carolina (29)
8. Montana 436,
9. Alcorn Sate 1461
10. Youngstown State (47)
11. Colgate (481
12. Western Kentucky (55)
13. Richmond 1604
14. MURRAY STATE (61)
15. Mississippi Valley (62)
16. Tennessee State (66)
17. Towson State (67)
18. Prairie View (71
19. Cornell (72
20. New Hampshire (73)
21. Idaho State (79)
22. Alabama State (80)
23. VMI (81)
24. Lafayette (82)
25. Tenn.-Chattanooga (831
26. Lamar (85)
27. Rhode Island (86)
28. Connecticut (97)
29. Georgia Southern (98)
30. Holy Cross (091
31. Morehead State (102)
32. Villanova (1051
33. North Texas State (Ill.)
34. Columbia (112)
35. Bethune-Cookman (113)
36. Northern Arizona (115)
37. William & Mary (120)
38. Southwest Texas (121)
39. Howard (122)
40. Harvard (124)
41. Nicholls State (1261

ett.s

Restaurant
*I*

For a great meal before
the game!
Open at 4:00 Mon.-Sat.
753-4141
Hwy. 641 N.

'85 Plymouth Reliant, 4-door, P.S., P.B., air,
AM/FM steroe, sliver-blue

Connie Morgan Used Cars
Hwy 94 E

753-6966
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Good Luck

Racers!
Announcing

Key Auto Parts
New
Damage Free Car Carrier
(Demonstrated by Motor Boat Spann)
We Also Have A 24 Hr. Towing Ssorltrce
Hwy. 121 S
753-5500

104 Maple (near Downtown)
753-3161

WSJP
1130 AM

Murray State Racers (5-3, 2-1 OVC)
vs. Youngstown State Penguines (5-3), 3-1 OVC)
November 7, 1987, 4:30 p.m. EST
Arnold Stambaugh Stadium (16,000)
Youngstown, Ohio

UPDATED RACER CAREER TOP TENS
Touchdowns
26
1. Willie Cannon (1983-85, present)
2. Bill Bird 41984-present), Billy Hess (1067-70), and Lindsey
21
Hudspeth (1978-80)
20
5. Russ Hake (1967-69) and Carl Walker (1963-55).
7 Don Clayton (1972-74) and Rick Fisher (1969-71)
19
9. Rodney Payne (1985-present). Tommy Glover (1982-64), and
Danny Lei'lifihnson (1077-79. 1981)
15
11. Stanley Howard ( 1985-present)
Scoring
237
1. Paul Hickert (1984-present)
162
2. Willie Cannon (1983-85. present).
153
3. Jeff Lancaster (1980-83)
111
4. Stan Watts 41968-71)..
5. Bill Bird 41984-present). Billy Hess (1967-701, and
Lindsey Hudspeth (1978-80
126
8 Charlie Forrest (1963-65) and Carl Walker (1953-551..
121
10 Russ Hake (1967-69)
120
Receptions
122
L Lee .Mc_Cormick _ (1983-85)
101
2. Jack Wolf 11967-70)
3. Billy Hess (1967-70).
96
91
4. Harvey Tanner 11965-67) and Gerald Young (1967-68)
81
6. David Thomas(1976-78)
7. Greg King (1978-81)
80
R. Gary Brumm (1974-77)
68
9. Bill Farrell 41970-731
67
10. Stanley Howard (1085-present)
64
Rushing
I. Don Clayton (1972-74)
2,804
2. Danny Lee Johnson (1977-79, 1981)
2,522
3. Rick Fisher 11969-71)
2;297
4. Willie Cannon 11983-85. present)
2.251
5. Rodney Payne (1985-present)
2,183
6. Nick .Nance 11978-81)
1,928
7. George Greenfield (1969-72)
1,771
8. Tommy Glover (1962-64)
1,766
9. Cart Walker- (1953-55)
1,669
10. Russ Hake (1967
(69)
.1,611
11 pill Bird 41984-present)
1.265
42. Boise State (127)
43. Idaho t1284
44. Middle Tennessee (129)
45. Weber State 41304
46. Massachusetts 11324
47. Bucknell (135)
48. Jackson State (136)
49. Eastern Illinois (138)
50. Southern Univ. (139) :
51. Montana State (140)
52. I.ehigh (141)
53. Louisiana Tech (143)
54. Maine (144)
55. Northeast La. (145)
58. East Tenn. State (146)
57. Delawarc (148)
58. Northwest La. (150)
59. McNeese State (152)
60. Marshall 1127)
61-. Southwest Missouri (168)
62. Florida A&M (159)
63. North Carolina A&T (161)
64. Indiana State (162)
65. Western Illinois (163)
68. Morgan State (164)
67. James Madison-(165.)
68. Grambling (166)
69. Pennsylvania (168)
70. Yale (169)
71. Princeton (170)
72. Illinois state (171)
73. Northern Iowa (172)
74. Nevada-Reno (175)75. Eastern Washington (176)
76. Boston Univ. (178)
77. Southern Illinois (179)
78. Austin Peay (180)
79. Davidson (181)
80. Texas.Southern (183)
81. Sam Houston St. (184)
82. South Carolina St. (185)
83. Arkansas State (187)
84. Delaware State (188)
85. Tennessee Tech (189)
86. Stephen F. Austin (190)
87. Citadel (191)

s are available
rray State
at Room 211
rt Stadium
y thro ugh Friday 9-4

SAM PARKER
President

Passing
1. Larry Tillman (1965-68)
5,037
2. Kevin Sisk (1983-85)
34:914497
3. Tony Fioravanti (1960-63)
4. Matt Haug (1967-70)
3,407
5. Michael Proctor (1986-present)
3,174
6. Tom Pandolfi (1972-74)
2,970
7. Mike Dickens (1976-78)
2,677
ff. Gino Gibbs (1980-81)
2,553
9. Charlie Forrest (1963-65)
2,329
10. Toby Thomason (1964-66)
1,391
Field Goals
1. Paul Hickert (1985-present)
42
2. Jeff Lancaster (1980-83)
35
3. Stan Watts (1968-71)
21
4. Hank Lagorce (1976-77) and David Tuck (1979-82)
15
6. Steve Martin (1973-74) and Don Wright (1973)
10
8. Emodi Amagwula (1975-76)
8
9. Brian Crall (1979-80) and Charlie Forrest (1963-65)
6
Reception Yardage
1. Lee McCormick (1983-85)
.1.837
2. Billy Hess (1967-70)
1,560
3. Stanley Howard (1985-present)
1,556
4. Jack Wolf (1967-70)
1,393
5. Bill Farrell (1970-73)
1,343
6. Greg King -(1978-81)
* 1,147
7. David Thomas (1976-78)
1,097
8. Gerald Young (1967-68)
1,074
9. Harvey Tanner (1965-67/,
1,019
10. Willie DeLoach (1973-75)
996
Interceptions
1. Bruce Walker (1974-76)
16
2. Ralph Robinson (1981-84)
15
3. James Yarbrough (1982-85)
14
4. Dennis Jackson (1962-64) and Eddie McFarland (1974-77)
12
6. Gregg Evans (1978-81)
11
7. Ronald Hopkins (1979-82)
10
8. George Greenfield (1969-72) and Bud Qualk (1968-70)
9
10. Bill Green (1965-66)
8H. Kirk Brunson (1985-present)
12. Tim Broady (1985-present)
.6
Career Tackles
1. Donald White (1978-82)
480
2. Glenn Jones (1978-80,1982)
374
- 3. Tony Woodie (19133-86)
361
4. Eddie McFarland (1074-77)
332
5. Luke etliTir•(1983-86)
306
6. Bruce Martin (1975-78)
301
7. Jeff Gardner (1977-80)
293
-8.
--RAlph Robinson (1981-84)
289
9. Frank Head (1969-70)
281
10. Jon Tharpe (1984-present) and Gregg Evans (1978-81)
274
UPDATED RACER SINGLE SEASON TOP TENS
Passing
1. Matt Haug (1969)
2. Larry Tillman (1967)
3. Larry Tillman (1968)
4. Kevin Sisk (1983)
5. Michael Proctor (1087)
6. Kevin Sisk (1985)
7, Tom Pandolfi (1973)
8. Kevin Sisk (1884)
9. Michael Proctor (1986)
10. Gerald Hobble (1975)
Reception Yardage
1. Harvey Tanner (1967)
2. Lee McCormick (1985)
3. Stanley Howard (1986)
4. Billy Hess (1968)
5. Lee McCormick (1984)
6. Bill Farrell (1973)
7. John Watson (1965)
8. Jack Wolf (1969) ,
9. Gerald Young (1968)
10. Stanley Howard (1986)
Scoring
1. Billy Hess (1968)
2. Danny Lee Johnson (1978)
3. Paul Hickert (1984)
4. Rodney Payne (1985)
5. Willie Cannon (1983)
Rick Fisher (1969)
7. Paul Hickert (1987)
Paul Hickert (1986)
9. Bill Bird (1986)
10. Jeff Lancaster (1983)
Charlie Forrest (1964)

2,327
2,300
2,206
1,752
1,666
1,641
1,621
1,524
1,508
1,329

Air time:
Murray State vs. Youngstown State
3:00 at Youngstown
Don't Forget to Listen to the Mike Mahoney
Coaches Post-Game Show

':',Anterica's Favorite Store
MI
APINICE
-7ite,5.40..fy-Pkt2

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 12-6

Go Racers
The Meit Shappe

309 N. 16th
996
769
732
726
619
612
593
589
583
557
78
72
71
68
66
66
61
61
60
59
59

753-5482

AM&

Top Quality
DiscountParts
P
At
ImErw
Prices

NAPA O

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
641 North

753-4424

GOOD LUCK RACERS!
from

THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE
"West KY's only cultured
marble manufacturer certified
by the National Association of
Home Builders Research Foundation

'84 Nissan Sentra Wagon. Deluxe 5-speed air
stereo, 40.XXX actual miles' One owner
Certified Mileage - Owner History

come by and see us at:
612 S. 9th

753-5719

Pre-Owned Cars

759-1839

*Bibles
*Sunday School Supplies
•Children's Books
'Religious Retrence Books
'Bible on Cassette
'Brass & Gift Items

905 Sycamore 759-1022
9 a.m.-5p.m. PA thru F

•

•
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SPORTS

islarray Ledger & Times

Sports nuggets

Three OVC contests remain for MSU

Racer rumble ridiculed

Racers ready for conference stretch run

• MSU offensive guard Brian Collins was suspended for tomorrow's
game at Youngstown State for punching a-Morehead State player in a
fighting incident in last Saturday's 53-15 Racey win.
Ohio Valley Conference commissioner Jim Delany has publicly
reprimanded the Racers and their coaching staff for their involvement in the fracas. saying that about 12 MSU players entered the field
in violation of NCAA and OVC rules.
No players from,the sideline joined in the skirmish, however, and
MSU head coach Mike Mahoney has apologized for the incident.

New dimensions
Bench Area
Coaching Hos

tenth 4rea
Coaching Bo%

The 3.point line shall be the same color as the
free throw lane line And semicircle.

• The Kentucky High School Athletic Association has approved a
'coaching box' to take the praceTirtM-highlyAisputed"seat-belr rule
Above is a diagram of the standard high school basketball court for
the 1987-88 season.

Muscular Moodys
• Sisters Teresa Moody Gilson. Murray. and Sandra Moody Halter.
Mayfield recently competed in the Queens City Bodybuilding Extravaganza in Clarksville. Tenn.
Gilson won the lightweight competition while Halter took top
honors among the heavyweights. Gilson also won the overall posedown in the first competition for both ladies.

Athletic appetizers
•The Calloway County football banquet is slated for Monday, Nov. 9.
The Laker soccer banquet is Tuesday, Nov. 10.
Murray High's soccer banquet is scheduled for Monday. Nov. 9.
The Tiger football banquet will be held Nov. 23.

Hole-in-one

From NISI Spurts Information

With hopes of defending its 1986
Ohio Valley Conference championship riding on every game. the
Murray State University football
team heads to Youngstown. Ohio,
for the final time as it locks horns
with Youngstown State University's Penguins, co-leaders of the
conference. Kickoff in Stambaugh
Stadium is scheduled for 4:30 p.m.
EST.
The game begins a critical
three-game gauntlet which the
Racers must run flawlessly to
repeat as league champions. Not
only must coach Mike Mahoney's
team face the Penguins, who sport
a 5-3 overall record and a 3-1
league mark in their final season
as OVC members, the following
week the Racers clash with Middle Tennessee, a team Murray
State shares third place in the
OVC with, a half-game beiiind coleaders Eastern Kentucky and

10 Oz. Club Steak $475

Good

•inciudes choice of potato, tossed

Thurs.-Sot
Nov. 5th-7th

solod & french bread

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Boneless Fish or Catfish Steaks

Kentucky college football

Eastern looking to improve position against Tech
lated

NASHVILLE. Tenn. AP, —
Although a bowl bid could be
resting on the outcome. Kentucky
- Coach-- Jerry -1-Claiberne—say-s-hisWildcats certainly should not be
overlooking Vanderbilt this
Saturday.
-We're not thinking anywhere
at all past Vandrbilt and this
Saturday's game." Claiborne
said. "We know we've got our
hands full. I don't know if Rutgers

Thurs, Fri. &

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. !Ai' —
Tennessee's passing defense
hopes to force Louisville's receiv-

Sot

1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

WIN A FREE TRIP
To The Bahamas
Includes:

4111111111

—Round trip airfare
for two from Nashville

—Hotel Accommodations
— 3 days/3 nights

TO ENTER
NO LIMIT
to how many times you may enter.
No requirements.
—Drawing to be held Jan. 15th—

WEST MAIN CHEVRON
1417

Main

St.

rec unt. ay:
toward the end of the game. s,
Teu
stands at 2-2
they could very well be sitting 4-0
-We know IA ve still g,ot our
They have a lot of experience and
work cut out tor us this week , team speed and will be tough to
because we'll be running into a
handle We'd better be ready to
very. very good Tennessee Trt h
play this Saturday too "
ballclub." said Eastern Kenttity
Eastern Kentucky. 6-2 overall
Coach Roy -Kidd
and ranked 11th ir. NCAA Division
"They only have two losses in
I-AA. is coming off an impressive
the league and both of those carne
50-7 victory over Austin Peay

ennessee .
Cincinnati las:
Both teams
rushing games 1-'..c.-•,)-rn
averages
yards a
behind tailbae-ks Elroy Harr:,
James t'raw ,o,rd
,T••nl.•,--• •
Tech is at t2 9 he-hind
back l'atrl. H•pe. and
(('ont'd on page 9

753-2593

took Mem
anderbi,t seriuus
a six-game losing streak las:
, modores
if, a
but they sure had a long trip home
by downing Rutgers 27-13. the :
which Vanderhilt Cow r.
p rn CST contest is an opportunity
"Our team's got rocks in their
Brown says rilac
ke•!::
he-ads-if they re-nut_takulg_ Vander _La post the Commodores' first f•'('
_
victory in two years
bill seriously.- Claiborne said
"They are tr... be,st Kr!:
The Commodores. 2-6 and 0-4, , -team I'Ve secr,
The game takes on added imporphi'.'''
have not won a SEC contest in
tance for the Wildcats. 5-3 overall
tant coach or ilea(' I
and 1-2 in the Southeastern Con- their last 11 tries with the last
key to their su« C''-'ference, because Kentucky must league v c to Ty coming in
defense.' Brown said
Nashville in 19r,5 by a 31-24 margin
close its season with Florida and
-Nobody. ext ept I.S1 . nas •
over Kentucky.
Tennessee. two Top 20 teams
ed the football (in them
Vanderbilt which snapped
To snap the string. the Co
Corn. (Cent'd on page 9)

No. 19 Tennessee revs up pass defense against Louisville

475
'Every

n

gie Lewis 'anti rookiel-tueu arth- Thoemx at hIrtland
Brad Lohaus and Mark Acres
Bulls are idle
played better than expected
McHale
era:.:ed
"They've shown what they can
last year and ied the
'do in preseason.'so now well petfield-goal percentage Hi,
what • they can do when the bell
could plat e more •
rings,- Jones said
burden or. 1„erry HIrd
In other games tonight, it will be ed down atter a.. •
_
Cleveland at New Jersey: Indiana
points last season
at Philadelphia Washington at
-I'm pleased:Alt.: •
Atlanta. SeNe York at Detroit
played and I
...erv
Golden State at Sacramento. Utah
the sk:t
at Dal-las. San Antonio at Houston
said I):
the Los Angeles Clippers at
perforr.',
Denver. Seattle at the Lakers and (Cont'd on page 9

Bowl bid on the line when Wildcats battle Vanderbilt

Homeplace Family Restaurant

\

Middle fell off the pace by a half
game thanks to a stunning 17-16
last-second loss at the hands of the
Penguins in Murfreesboro Saturday. Held scoreless the first 51
minutes of the game. YSt: exploded for all 17 points in the final nine
minutes. talOng the winning

By-BILL-RARNARD
The edge c:trave this ye-ar is
.AP1Basketball Writer
that we did lose.- guard Dennis
The Boston Celtics figure it is
Johnson said. referring to last
their turn to win, the NB.- chamJune's defeat against the Lakers
pionship. even with Kevin McHale "That just makes you want it ba k
out of the lineup for a month or
even more...
two.
-We had a good preseason. now
The Celtics. who have traded
it's time to get
Coach K C
championships with- the Los
Jones said .•We've been workin
Angeles Lakers the last fours on defense and the running game
seasons, can begin to prove they . and we got kind of rusty in 1hr
can win the team's 17th NBA title
half-court game hut well see
when they play host to Milskaukee
With MLHalt out after
tonight in one of 11 season-opening
surgery. the Celtics Wt nt 7-1 in exgames.
hibition play Top draft pi( k Reg.

Ks The

Buist Scott is congratulated by
Jimmy Sullivan after recording
—his second hole-in-one at
Murray Country Club.

opt

Michael Proctor

Celtics view 1987-88 as `their turn' as NBA champs

Eastern Kentucky hopes to improve its position in the Ohio
Valley Conference against much
improved Tennessee Tech on
Saturday.
The Colonels- are tied for first
with Youngstown State, both at
3-1, while Murray State and Middle Tennessee follow with 2-1

• Buist 'Boo' Scott nailed his
second hole-in-one recently at
the Murray Country Club.
Scott, who aced the course's
No. 7 hole two years ago
repeated the feat when he hit a
five-wood on the 165-yarder.
Scott, an avid golfer, shot a
two-over 38 on the front nine
and finished the day at 82.

record held by current New York
Giants quarterback Phil Simms.
With more than 5,600 career
yards, Lykes has established
himself,as one of the top quarterbacks in the league this season.
Lykes has completed 150 of 254
passes for 1.699 yards and nine
touchdowns this season. averaging 212 4 yards per game Those
numbers are comparable to his
counterpart in Saturday's game,
Murray State quarterback
Michael Proctor.
The Racers' sophomore signalcaller has connected on ItX) of 195
passes for 1.666 yards and nine
touchdowns, setting this game up
Stanley Hoard
as a clash of the two top quarterpoints when senior placekicker backs in the league
"Lykes has a great arm and
John Dowling connected on a
27-yard field goal with two seconds great mobility." said Mahoney
"We're going to have to put a lot of
left.
Pacing the Penguin attack is pressure on him. and keep him
senior quarterback ,Trenton from scrambling
'Both quarterbacks have iniLykes, a tested field general who
broke the OVC career total offense (Coard on page 91

Special Of The Week
1985 Chevy Truck, red, sharp,
V-8, auto & air, tilt, cruise,
stereo

ing corps to —catch the ball like
alligator" when the 19ttiranked
Volunteers play host to the Cardinals on Saturday. says a Vol
defen ce coach.
ur goal is to hit a receiver so
h d and so often they'll- catch the
all like an alligator." said Kevin
eele. who coaches the Vols'
secondary.
'If you've ever seen an
alligator. their :arms' are about
three inches long. We want to hit a
receiver enough to where he
doesn't want to reach very far or
very often," he said.

..Kickoff is set for 1:30 p.m. EST
at Neyland Stadium Tennessee
owns a 2-0 advantage in the series
with the Cardinals — a 66-0 victory
in 1914 and a 59-6 win in 195?
Head coach Johnny Majors says
his 5-2-1 Vols should expect an
aerial show from Louisville
quarterback Jay Gruden. who has
hit on 173 of 330 passes for 2,141
yards, 16 interceptions and 16
touchdowns.
The Vols also braced for a passing offense in last Saturday's 20-1S
loss to Boston College, but their
secondary unit saw almost as

*8500

SPEEDWAY
AUTO SALES
Corner

of 4th & Poplar
759-1026
Tommy Mohon &
Donnie Winchester, owners

85

Grand Prix,
'6500
Cutlass Cleric Burgondr
'5400
Monte Carlo, moo• acoi
'5300
Tempo, Brown
'4800
LTD, Forntly Car
'5000
Tempo, Cho(cool Groy
'4000
Cavalier, 4 Door Bele
'3800
Plymouth Reliant, N,ce Co, '4500
Cutlass Clews, wItre
'5200
'3300
Chev. Impala, v 8
Cutlass Supreme
P,,,,yhorn Borgo,
'3400
81 Park Avenue, v n
'3400
RI Mercury Lynx, Toon 1,•••
'2400
79 14•0211i, One OWne,
'2700
'5700
84 Rogal,m,nt Cond
81 CIStiUn, l.lre New
'2800
'3900
84 Sunbird, Doce Gros,
77 Chrysler Cordoba,
Good TocspurrCo'rv.
$500
84
84
85
85
84
85
85
84
82
81

MIKE KELLER
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AND

SCOTT WRIGHT
CERTIriE0 PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THE FORMATION
OF AN ACCOUNTING PRACTICE UNDER THE FIRM NAME OF

MICHAEL

H. KELLER

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NOVEMBER 1. 1987

509 MAIN STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
(502) 753-891 8

many rushers'heading their ;Arty
after Boston Collr.4e punt ht-d
holes in the Tennessee front
"Everybody kno‘es
philosophy is efrnd the nu: ‘1:i;
11 and defend the. pass V. MI ii
Steele said
"You program things into the
secondary and our secondar%
well prepared tor the pa:-.›.
said.
"
— We can play the., run. NA, 1)11:
the back of your mind, you kilo ra
you're playing one-oh the most prolific passing teams in the. coontry
and that's hard," he said. •
Louisville. Coach Howard
Schnellenberger has said he. is
building on a young team that is
not yet in the same league as Ten,
nessee. Of the Cardinals' top 71)
players, 54 are freOmen or
sophomores. Louisville is
on
the year. "These young men are not able.
to win now, but they will win at
some time in their career.- said
Schriellenberger, in his third year
as Louisville coach.
"I wish I could say we could
come down and compete on an
even keel 'with them, but wecan't," he said...
The Vols will start a freshman
quarterback who has seep limited
play this year. Sterling Henton has
completed 17 of 34 passes for 2S3
yards, two interceptions and a
touchdown.
Starting quarterback Jeff Francis sprained his ankle in an Oct. 24
game against Georgia Tech.
In handicapping horse races,
one length is considered to be the
equivalent of one-fifth of a second.

•
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Racers ready for...
(Coard from page 8)
pressive receivers to throw to.
Lykes favorite target is
sophomore Maury Bibent, who
has pulled in 36 passes for 454
yards and two touchdowns, including one against WM* last
week. Proctor turns to senior
Stanley Howard. considered by

NFL scouts to be the top receiver
prospect in Division 1-AA. His 26.5
yards per reception this season
)557 yards in 21 catches) puts him
on pace to break the NCAA 1-AA
record for yardage per catch in a
season.
Both teams also boast outstanding running backs. Youngstown

Celtics view...
(cont'd from page 8)
The Celtics aren't the only team
with designs on challenging the
Lakers.
"Our major goal in the '87-88
season is to get closer to the NBA
title.'• Atlanta- Coach Mike
Friarllo said
The Hawks, who won 57 games
and the Central Division last
season. are led by Dominique
— Wilkins. who averaged 29 points
"Each of the teams seems to
have improved itself over the
summer and competition ought to
be tougher than it usually is.Fratello said
Dallas, which last year won the
Midwest Division for the first
time, was disappointed with a loss
to Seattle in the first round of a
playoffs
"I just want us to play better
when the playoffs roll around.Coach John MacLeod said
"That's our goal "
Macleod replaces Dick Motta.

whose seven years as Dallas coach
was surpassed only by Red Auerbach's 16 seasons with Boston for
the longest continous service with
one club in NBA history
-The Mavericks have one of the
best starting lineups in the league
in forwards Mark Aguirre and
Sam Perkins. center James
Doqaldson and guards Roland»
Blackman and Derek Harper
The defending champion Lakers
won their first seven exhibition
games before losing the Hall ot
Fame game to Chicago on Tuesday night. Magic Johnson, last
season's most, valuable player.
and 40-yearold Kareem AbdulJabbar missed that game with
nagging injuries, but were e petted to play tonight
"Most of our players had career
years.- Lakers Coach Pat Riley
said "Now they are challenged to
surpass those performances —
take it to a higher level

Bowl hid on the line...
('ont'd from page 8)
ccr-1, hie greatly because when
we have not moved the ball, we
have had real trouble.- Brown
said
-Kentucky uses a pressure
defense They•are always attacking _the line of scrimmage. while
on offense they are a power team
They take the ball, give it to their
tailbacks and run it right at you,
Brown said
The Commodores will attack the
Wildcat defense from every angle,
but no rruitter what the offensive
set, the responsibility for producing points will fall on junior
quarterback Eric Jones
_ Jones, who leads the SEC in
total offense v. ith 1f757 yards. had
36A yards against Rutgers and is_
the No 1 priority on Claiborne's
list of Commodores to stop
Jones is completing about- 61
percent of his passes and also runs
the ball very well.- Claiborne
sant "Their offense really keeps
you off balance They get in the
ishbone with three backs and
then they go to no backs in the
ba kfield
-Right now Vanderbilt is the
best '2-6 team in the country They
Just ripped apart a Rutgers team
that beat di h a point:: Claiborm:
said
Claiborne pointed to improvement along the defensive front as
possibly the signal 'that the Com-

head coach Jim Tressel can call
on a pair of experienced, speedy
tailbacks in junior Lorenzo Davis
and senior Rod Love."
Murray State counters with
seniors Willie Cannon and David
Williams at fullback and junior
Rodney Payne and freshman
Michael Davis at tailback.
Cannon leads the Racers with
418 yards in 67 carries, a 6.2 per
rush average, while Payne checks
in second with 385 yards in 102 carries. The running corps could
receive a boost by the return of
senior Bill Bird, who runs either
position effectively. He's been
sidelined by turf toe, but could see
action in Youngstown.

the Morehead 12. Defensive tackle
Steve Hill picked up the loose ball
and carried it in, scoring the first
touchdown of his career.
Scoring ,leader in the points
festival was senior placekicker
Paul Hickert. Named the OVC
Specialist of Ow Week the past two
weeks, he tried to make it three in
a row by hitting all six PATs to extend his OVC record to 69 consecutive. He also tallied on three
field goals to tie the MSU record
for field goals in a game. He
finished the outing with 15 points.
boosting his career total to 237, only four away from the all-time
Murray State Record of 241, set by
Harlan Brodie in 1930.

The Racer offense exploded for
its most productive game of the
season in last week's 53-15 win
over Morehead State. According
to Mahoney, the reason MSC
scored its highest point total since
1984 was the defense.
,-

tICI.K '507E1:
51, t,rtei I '1' 01 tOr ould break the Mst single
total ,ctIense re, ond
At hi- I urrent
an, c.o.', oct .C.14 • ),ccrds per garnr he would sun
lairr% Tillman 21, year old re, ord of 2 1211
yarcis Its aceraging 221 yard., paissing in the
next three gano—fl he also would break the MS)
season passing re, urd of 2 327 set by Matt Haug
in 1969 Proctor currently 4verage. IA" :1 per
game Paul Rickert has .srveral records in
sight His next field goal will tie his own re,,,rd
13 held goals in a season Four point, would
mat, r. the MS1 all time scoring record oi 241 set
to Harlln Brodie 57 years cwt.. He also r:as
ham e to break‘ the OVC scoring record of 261
set by Middle Tennessee s Kelly Putter Kith 17
more points Hi, kert will match the •IS1 single
season scoring record of Tk set by Billy Hess In
1116s Ten more l'ATs would mat, h ills LOAD
record for l'AcTs kit ked in a season 35 ,
It the
Racers average 254 yards per game in the next
three games they II break the team season total
offense record of 3 1148 set in 196. They current
ly are averaging 31c7 1 yards per game Kith
'131 3 passing yards per game m the next three
outings the Racers also would rewrite the team
seasonal passing record of 2 433 set in 11161,
Jon
Tharp.- has tied for 10th in career tackles with
274 Kith his current average of 12 per game he
could close his career with 310 stops He would
rank fifth on the all-time chart and be only the
seventh Racer to top 300 career lac kits

-The defense played a lot better
than it had been.- he said. "It
gave the offense good field position. Our special teams also were
a big difference. forcing bad
punts."
The special teams also
generated points with the help of
the defense. After defensive end
Kent Lapa sacked the Morehead
quarterback for a safety. Greg
Sanders took the free kick and carried it 61 yards. only to fumble at
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714 194 115
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429 151
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14.
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x57 199 * 154
571,140 123
256 117 III
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Sunda). So%
Atlanta at Cleveland
Chicago at Green Bay
Dallas at lietrod
Denier at Buffalo
Los Angeles Raiders at Minnesota
Pittsburgh at Kansas City
San Diego at Indianapolis
Tampa Bay at St Lams
Washington at Philadelphia
Houston at San Francisco
Ne.‘44 Orleans at Los Angeles Rams
Miami at Cincinnati
Nev. England it Ness York Giant,
Maeda). Noy.9
Seattle at New York Jets

Transactions
It 558,1 11111
•31.00.,1 it.,,s, 11.0 1•,-1,10,1,

Eastern looking to.

modores will-8e -tough.Thon their
final three Opponents
(('ont'd from page N)
'I think the biggest impro‘.
Lorenza Rive!,
ment 'they have made is or
Other gam.,,- fai
defense It was a young group at
state teams liave Kentucky at
the start of the season, but now
Vanderbilt 1.fJ,.iisville at Tenthey have played eight ball game:Tennessee at
nessee.
They have almost a whole season
Morehead St,ite Murray State at
under their belts and they are nh
Youngstown Stilt,. Glenville, State
longer young.. Claibornesaid
(;eorgetown at
Brown illall upon that youn., at lientia ky
Evansville CIJnberland it
defense to do something his
Wabash and 1'r:it i5 at Kenyon
defenders were unable to do las'
Murray Stilt, or Ycalngstow n
year during a 34-2'2 loss at LeY
State will tad ii f)t i intention for
ington — stop the Wild. a!
the OVC title alter Saturday's
tailbacks
game Both trains are 5-3 overall
Last year. Ivy Joe Hunter.. who
,See related
is questionable for. Saturday s
Morehead S..!.itt.'s rirlense W-111
game, rushed for23. yards and"
be put to tn.- test again against the
scored four tow. hdowns against
the Commodores
This year, the top W ildcat run
ner has been senior Mark Higgs
who should top 1,000 y'ards rushing
for the season this weekend.
The best way to stop Higgs and
the Wildcat offense is for the Corn.
modores tor control the football
Brown said
'It all comes down to our 11; tense vs
their defense.- Brown
said "We hope to contain, not
stop. their tailba‘its We know
have to move the ball and We
'
turn the ball uver.••
Vanderbilt owns a 29,26-1 edge r
the series between the two schools
which began with a 6-0 Corn
modore victory in Ps96
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Blue Raiders, who are averaging
25.1 points and 341.5 yards a game.
Tailback Gerald Anderson leads
Middle Tennessee with 763 rushing
yards and 10 touchdowns.
Quarterback Chris Swartz keys
the Morehead State attack. The ,
redshirt freshman has completed
93 oki1S1 passes for 1,007 yards and
four touchdowns
Moreh'ead State is 1-6 overall.
slumped in a five-game losing
skid. Middle Tennessee is 4-4.
Centre, 3-4. hopes to snap a twogame losing streak. The Colonels
lost 31-0 to Rose-Hulman two
weeks ago and 42-17 to Emory
Henry last ‘Yeek -

1411)111111
Notional I oottooll I •
: 01 ,!- ' I
••

tfol 1st I
Notional MN 10, I

0.1 ,LIN

Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

759-9888

Pre-Christmas Sale

20 110%

Louisville scrimmages

Hawley jumper difference
as Red team downs White
NEW CASTLE, Ky. IAPI —
Sophomore guard Craig Hawley
swished a three-point shot with
two seconds remaining to lift the
Red team to a 91-88 victory over
the White team in an intrasquad
scrimmage at Henry County High
School.
"We haven't put in our
10-second offense yet," said
Louisville basketball Coach Denny
Crum,"but it's nice to know we've
got someklesiho 5,afi take that
shot and make 'it."
"We were just winging it,"
Hawley said. "Hopefully, I can
make it in a real game, but there
would sure be more pressure."
Senior guard Mike Abram, who
had 20 points, 10 rebounds, eight
assists and three steals, said he
was in position for the rebound had
Hawley missed.
"I had Herb ICrook pinned,"
he said, smiling. "Of course, he's
known for pushing off."
Crum opened Thursday's scrim,
mage with 7-foot-1 Felton Spencer
and 6-9 Pervis Ellison on opposite
teams, and Spencer's Red squad
built a 55-43 halftime lead. They
both played for the Whites in the
second half and helped overcome
a deficit that reached 19 points,
64-45.
Trailing 66-49, the Whites
outscored the Reds 20-5 to pull
within 71-69 midway through the
pgriod. The scrimmage was nip
and tuck the rest of the way until
Hawley sunk his winning threepointer.
Freshman guard LaBradford
Smith led all scorers with 24
points. Ellison, a junior, added 23
and sophomore guard Keith

STOREWIDE
Ever"

Williams had 22
Overall, Crum said he was
pleased with the scrimmage, the
last public appearance for the Cardinals before their Nov. 21 exhibition game against Canada.
'"We're gaining on it," Crum
said. "We've still got a lot of
things we don't do very well, but
we're making progress."

"Our BIGGEST Pre-Christmas Sale
Choose from over
300 styles of shoes
for men, women and
children.

Bowling
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v Tennis Equipment
and Apparel
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iWarmups
tAthletic Bags
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High Ind. (iarne (NC)
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Pee Wee
High Ind Serie* (NCI
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Pat Heseelrode
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Pat Hildisalrode
Betty Smith
Lois Smith
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L
14
144
16
141
19
3814
534
OWL
492

Large-Large-Large
Selection of Fleece
Sweatshirts.
Choose from Nike & Reebok.
Sizes for the entire family.

Windbreakers & Jackets
v Sport Caps
vSchgol Apparel
sBaseball/Softball
Equipment

Shop Now, Beat The Rush & Save Money

821
819
819
1536
1497
1378
1812
1754
1745
213
203
199

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

239
236
231
586
568
513
855
609
807
179
174
174

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
1203
Chcstnut St

Phone 753-8844

Murray. Ky 42071
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Combined efforts give help to ducks, geese
LONG GROVE, Illinois — The
construction of a levee at the Duck
Islana. Waterfowl Management
Area, located on an island in Lake
Barkley. will provide migrating
ducks and geese 138 acres of prime
wintering habitat thanks to the
cooperative efforts of Ducks
Unlimited and the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
Ducks Unlimited will appropriate $71,400 from its I3L‘RSH
'Matching Aid to Restore States
Habitat program to help fund the
project, which marks DU's first
Wetlands America effort in
Kentucky.

Locateclapproximately 12 miles
southwest of Cadiz in Trigg County, the Duck Island WMA refuge,
encompasses some 600 acres. The
island was surrounded by a levee
prior to the impoundment of
Barkley Lake, but the original
levee was breached due to frequent
flooding. The new project will include the construction of a
1,700-foot-long levee and spillway
and installation of a pumping station. Two impoundments totaling
138 acres will be developed. When
the work is completed, site
managers will be able to provide a
waterfowl food source through
drawdowns.

1937-1987
In addition to its benefits to
wintering waterfowl, the project
will also provide nesting habitat for
a resident flock of Giant Canada
geese. Future plans entail the addition of a 200-acre impoundment
The project will be formally
dedicated at 11 a.m. Wednesday,
November 4, on site. Among those
invited to attend are state Senator
Helen Garrett, Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources Commissioner Don R. McCormick, Ducks
Unlimited Regional Vice President

Keith Williams and DU state chairman Fred Hines of Louisville.
DL''s MARSH program was launched in January, 1985, to make 7.5
percent of the monies raised by
each state's DU chapters available
for local conservation efforts. The
funds are channeled to state fish
and game agencies to aid in acquiring, enhancing and maintaining
wetlands. As of October 1, 1987, 32
MARSH projects in 22 states have
been completed, including 13 in the
Mississippi Flyway.
Kentucky. with more than 7.300
DU members, raised nearly
$600,000 in 1986 for the organization's North American conservation programs.
Ducks Unlimited is the world's
largest private-sector waterfowl
conservation organization. Now
celebrating its 50th anniversary,
DU has 600,000 members, has raised $420 million and has conserved
four million acres of waterfowl
habitat throughout North America.

Terry Orr of Hazel. Ky. displays the nine•point buck he killed on Oct. 244.
Orr got the animal in Henry County, Tenn.

Carolina hunters pay deerly'

LITTLE ROCK 1AP — Among
16 Southern states, only North
Carolina charges a fee,as high as
Arkansas' for the privilege of hunting deer.
At $25. the two states topped a
By Jerry Maupin
AMMO" survey of resident deer-hunting
fees conducted by the Arkansas
ly neat. It isn't something you can
Democrat. with Oklahoma coming
tell another fisherman how to do,
in -a,-close second at $24.50. Other
you tiave to show them to get th •
- states' fees ranged as tow as ES in
technique down pat!
West Virginia and Missouri.
When a good school of bass
In addition to Missouri and
moves in to feed the fishing is fast
Oklahoma, the states surrounding
and furious and only lasts about an
Arkansas all have lower deer.
hour at the most but it will be one
hunting fees: $21 in Tennessee and
hour you will never forget!
Louisiana. $13 in Mississippi: $10
The main lake temperature has
in Texas. Fees charged in the
risen as much as 15 degrees this
otter six states are Kentucky. 120,
week so it looks as if the good crapSouth Carolina, $17. Georgia, $16,
pie fishing will be set back for some
Virginia. $15, Florida, $12, and
time.
Alabama. $11.
A lot of the best crappie anglers
State Game and Fish Director
around have been working hard
Steve Wilson said that agency is
trying to get them located but 25
aware of the situation, and will
fish is the best I have heard about.
probably make changes next year
We are at winter pool stage and
"Some way to accommodate the
this is the perfect time to get these
occasional deer hunter" needs to
brush piles and tree tops in place
be found in Arkansas, he said.
When things do get hot you will be
Wilson said time constraints and
able to take good fish out of all of
a dispute over the fees between his
them!
agency and the Legislature didn't
Happy Fishing!
allow the state Game and Fish
Commission to consider all the ins

Fishing line

Mike Caldwell of 1903 Gatesborough in Murray shows the five-point buck
he killed recently in Henry County, Tenn. It was the sixth deer Caldwell
had ever killed.

N5L.
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This must be the Indian summer
we should have had in October. One
big difference though, the fish
haven't responded the way we
would have liked!
Instead of going on a feeding
frenzy they more or less shut down
early morning activity. Late afternoon is still pretty good however
providing you can find a bank out
of the wind.
The moss beds seem to have a
good population of bass during the
day but the bigger fish are scarce.
Spinnerbait, slider spoons, plastic
worms and a moss mouse have
been very productive and about the
easiest lures to use in the thick
stuff. Terry Tatlock knows how to
find and fish for the big late fall
bass. He recently boated a 512
pounder as well as several smaller,
but good, fall bass.
Keith Fain found some big Kentucky's last weekend also.
Fishing Tor these late bass is real-

Alabama student youngest.to ever
win coon hunting championship

"VWVIVialkINViViailkaTh

CULLMAN, Ala. APt — All
those nights in the woods have
paid off for Matthew Sims. a
17-year-old student at West High
School.
He has hunted coons almost
every night since he was 9. and
Hwy.
avain
now he has been named the best
641
coon hunter in the world, the first
Your U-Haul Headquarters 753-9131
South
Alabamian and the youngest person to win the Professional Kennel
Club World Championship, which
ended Saturday at-Mayfield, Ky
"11.1A-Viriart‘lar
"There is no question he is the
to finest
coon hunter in the land."
to
to said club President Jarvis Umto phers. "He has real dedication, a
real attitude of sportsmanship and
is coo under fire. But what did it
for him on this was his stamina."
We Install Automotive Glass —
At one point in the weeklong
competition, Sims' dog became
mixed in with other dogs. prompting the judges to halt the con10512
S. 12th
753-4563
test temporarily to give each
hunter one hour to find his dog.
NNN-IZOWsWeraaat_WaNX
Umphers said Sims took off his
coat, tore off part of his overalls
?Ob-iiiria-11.1aVVVVVVVIY4.-VVVVVVVVika‘VaViar and ran a mile through rough terrain and located his dog.
Advanced Technology For Today's
He was then told he had to be
10
back at the base in 13 minutes, and
Advanced Automobiles
10 probably couldn't make it, which
10 We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout.
would have put him out of the runTune-Up. Computer ignition, Carburetor /A
Fuel inlections Service
jO

"Your Complete
Automotive
to
to Headquarters"

D & W Auto Supply

sti

to
to

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

to
aaaaaaas‘aaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaa-i,vvvw1-1'
Estb. 1956

514 S. 12th

753-1750

WALLACE'S TAXIDERMY
Coles Campground Road - Murray, Ky.
Phone 502-753-6491

ning for the $20.000 first-place
prize
"'Well. I figure that's about
$1,000 a minute.— Sims said He
sprinted back. beat the deadline
by one minute and went on to win
the' title over 435 other competitors. The dogs he commanded
treed 12 coons:
Sims said the week exhausted
him.
"We slept a little during the day
and hunted at night," he said
Sims received $5,000 of. the
$20,000 top prize.
Most of the money went to J.1-1
Sparkman of Scottsboro, owner of
Eagle. the dog that helped Sims
win. Sims began hunting with
Eagle after his own dog had not
done well during the first day of
the competit'.on.
The secret to coon hunting, he
said. is listening to the dog The
kind of bark indiCates' whether the
dog has sighted a cor," is chasing
the animal or has treed it.
In the contest, the coons are not
shot but are chased by hunters
carrying flashlights and judges
who award points. Sims used his money fora do:.
payment on a pickup truck.
first vehicle.
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Cherokee

Hwy. 641 North

'399

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
11
/
2 mi. on Hwy. 94E., Murray, Ky. 753-6116
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taxidermy needs •Old deer mount restoration
Located only 3 miles from Murray

Only

Super Products+
Super Deals,
The McClure's

Cain's AMC-JeepAlenault Inc.
Deer Mount Specialists
Trophy of the Year Contest

"I think it's too high,- state
Rep. John E M itier, It.
Melbourne, said of the $25 sportsman's permit "I think there's a
better alternative to raising the
money that the Game and Fish
Commission needs "
G&FC officials say the ne,,is
are real

Town & Country Yamaha
Days ,

Chicago Tribune Graphic. Sources EAcyclopaedia Bfitannica World Book
Encyclopedia and U S. Fish and Wildlife Service

‘NINIVooralS5M%

The game agency and the
Legislature are.embroiled in a suit
over the-. matter_ of hunting tees,
with lawmakers maintaining that
only they can raise them

Can You Afford A New A.T.V. In 1987?
You Better Believe It!

Timber wolf

•Size: Large northern male may
be seven feet long. including twofoot tail
•Weight: Adult males weigh more
than 100 lbs . females weigh less
•Color: Gray, black or white
•Usual prey: Caribou moose elk.
deer, musk oxen mountain sheep
and goats. buffalo beavers
rodents, rabbits. hares
•Habitat: Open or timbered
wilderness areas
•Numbers: Canada has 50.000,
Alaska 4 000-6 000, Minnesota,
1,200,Montana, 35 Wisconsin, 1520 Michigan's Isle Royale. 15.
Idaho. 6 or less.

and outs of its action when it raised the fee in March from $10.50.
He also said the cost of licenses in Arkansas is offset by some advantages available here, but not in
some other states.
The fee charged by North
Carolina, which duplicates the
Arkansas sportsman's permit required to hunt deer, allows
residents of that state to kill four
deer with a modern gun. In Arkansas, the sportsman's permit covering almost all hunting allows three
deer kills — up from two in years
past when the fee was $10 50 —
while in Oklahoma. only one gun
kill is allowed to hunters who have
paid the $24.50 state resident fee

753-6448
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ond goat clip-clopped across the
bridge The troll appeared and demanded. -Who's that crossing my
bridge? I'm going to eat you up'"
"Spare me, troll,"-the goat pleaded
Valleys' with scripture from
"My brother will be along soon and he
Peter
Mark 9:19-29 at 10:45 a.m. service
is much fatter than I!" The troll allowed the second goat to pass.
Gott, M.D.
at First Christian Church. Lynn
Soon Billygoat Gruff clumpGriffiths will sing a solo, "How
trumped across the bridge. The troll
Majestic Is Your Name."
reared up, reached for the goat and
Margaret Boone will direct the
screamed. "Aha! I've been waiting for
music with Gary Galloway as
you to cross my bridge! I'm going to
organist.
eat you up!"
"Nonsense!" replied
Billygoat
First Baptist
Gruff.
"A bridge belongs to anyone
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
who wishes to cross it'" With that, he
speak about "Whant You Don't By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
butted the cruel troll off the bridge,
Know Can Hurt You" with scripThe vicissitudes of modern medi- down onto the sharp rocks below
ture from Acts 17:22-31 at 10:45 cine often seem to be intimately inBillygoat Gruff and his two brotha.m. service and about "Strength terwoven with the legal system. Doc- ers then proceeded to the upper fields,
Through Weakness" with scrip- tors are increasingly inclined to where they contentedly enjoyed the
ture from II Corinthians 12:1-10 at blame attorneys for the malpractice new grass.
The troll required admission to the
7 p.m. service at First Baptist crisis; lawyers denounce physician hospital
intensive-care unit. Eventuwrongdoers
as
incompetents
who
Church. Assisting will be Gary
must be weeded out and brought to ally, the following press release was
Jones, deacon of week, G.T. justice. This adversarial position has issued: "The patient suffered multiple
Moody and R.P. Hodge. Dr. Ray ruined many golf-course friendships lacerations, several compound fracMoore will direct the singing with between medical healers and their le- tures and a severe concussion, with
bleeding into the brain. He required
Joyce Herndon and Allene Knight gal brethren.
Because many children are being immediate neurosurgery. Despite heas accompanists.
groomed to enter medical or law roic efforts by the hospital staff, he
St. Leo's Catholic
schools, I believe that they must be in- never regained consciousness after
Masses at St. Leo's Catholic formed early about the natural antag- surgery. He has remained in a coma
Church will be at 6 p.m. Saturday onism existing between the two pro- and is now being maintained with arChildren's
literature tificial life-support mechanisms. The
and at 8 and 11 a.m. on Sunday. Fr. fessions.
provides an ideal vehicle in which to patient will require long-term mediCharles Wolford will be celebrant teach grown-up reality. With this goal cal management in an extended care
and preacher. Lectors will be Tom
in mind, I herewith submit a modern- facility."
The goats were arrested for tresAuer, Julia Maddox and Russell
ized version of Billygoat Gruff, a traditional children's story. I am certain passing, malicious mischief and unNowicki.
that any sophisticated adult will per- provoked assault with a deadly weapAsbury Methodist
ceive my updated version of an old on. There was an enormous public
The Rev. Layne Shanklin will
outcry against "the mollycoddling of
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. ser- story as giving new strength and ur- punks and muggers." The two youngency to an otherwise mundane tale.
vices at Asbury Congregational
gest goats were remanded to the juveBILLYGOAT GRUFF
Methodist Mission.
One fine spring day, Billygoat nile authorities. Billygoat Gruff was
Gruff and his two younger brothers tried in a long and sensational courtIiirksey Baptist
decided to forage for better pasture in room drama,during which the AmeriThe Rev. Van Russell, pastor, the high fields in the mountains. To can Civil Liberties Union provided lewill speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. reach their destination, they had to gal funds for his coterie of lawyers.
services at Kirksey Baptist cross over dangerous rapids on a He was sentenced to life imprisonbridge under which lived a malicious ment in a maximum-security facility.
-Church.
After serving three years of his sentroll.
St. John's Baptist
tence, he discovered religion, shaved
As
the
youngest
goat
daintily
tripthe Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor,
trapped across the bridge, the ugly his beard and became a model
will speak at 10:45 and 7 p.m. ser- troll appeared and exclaimed:
"Who's prisoner.
vices at St. John's Missionary that crossing my bridge? I'm going to
Send your questions to Dr Gott in
care of this newspaper at PO. Box
Baptist Church.
eat you up!"
University Baptist
"Oh, please, Mr. Troll,' cried the 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Due
The Rev. Don Farmer, pastor, little goat. "Wait for my brother, who to volume of mail, individual queswill speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. is much fatter than I!" The troll tions cannot be answered. Questions
of general interest will be answered
services at University Baptist withdrew.
in future columns.
A
few
minutes
later,
the
larger
secChurch.

Area churches release schedule
Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released information concerning their services on Sunday, Nov. 8, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:
Grace Baptist
The Rev, R.J. Burpoe, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church. The Church Choir,
directed by Leland Peeler, will
sing "Come to the Water" at morning hour and "The Prodigal Son"
at evening hour. Dwane Jones,
Anita Smith and Susan Jones will
be accompanists. Ortis Guthrie
will serve as deacon of the week
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be
celebrated at 8 and 10:30 a.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. Fr.
Andre' Trevathan will be
celebrant and preacher. Elizabeth
Whitmer will be lay reader and
Paula Stocks and Jim Schempp
will be lectors.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at Hazel Baptist
Church. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Oneida
White and Gwyn Key as accompanists. The Church Choir will
sing "God Leads Us Along" at
morning hour.
[Ake - Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain. pastor,
("will present a lesson on "Let's
Slay the Giant"
preaching/teaching session at 10
a. m -át—Lake-Land Apostolic
Church. In 6 p.m. Bible Study, Dan
Walker will bring a lesson on the
"Model Church" with scripture
from I and II Thessalonians.
Evangelistic service will be at 7
pm
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, will speak about
"Tips On the Stockmarket- with
scripture from Matthew 6:19-21 at
10:45 a.m. service at First

Presbyterian Church. Anne Lough
will direct the music with Susan
Chamberlain as accompanist.
Inunanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
pastor, will speak about "Crisis
Preparations" with scripture
from I Thessalonians 3:11-13 at
10:30 a.m. service at Immanuel
Lutheran Church. Assisting will be
Jack Benton and John Schultz with
Jenny Lossner as organist and
Shannon Peyer and Noelle Jedan
as acolytes.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services at Elm Grove Baptist
Church. Music will be directed by
Don Smith with special music by
the Junior Choir. Glenda Rowlett
and Teresa Sutter will be accompanists.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Susan Allsop, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service at
Goshen United Methodist Church.
Randy Wilson will be lay assistant
and Donna Parker will be in
charge of children's church. Randall Watts will direct the music
with Carolyn Pool and Donna
Parker as accompanists.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at Memorial Baptist
Church. Ralph Bogard, deacon of
the week, Reggie Key and Stan
Paschall will assist. The Sanctuary Choir, directed by Milton
Gresham, will sing "Go Ye Into
All the World" at morning hour.
Cheri Gregory and Michelle
Lockhart will sing "God is
Greater" at evening hour.
Margaret Wilkins and Brenda
Hart will be accompanits.
University Church
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
speak about "Jesus Christ: Your
Savior and Lord" with scripture
from Luke 2:8-14 at 10 a.m. service
and about "Caleb: A Man Worthy
of Imitation" with scripture from

Joshua 14:6-13 at 6 p.m. service at
University Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey,
Leroy Eldridge, Doron Claiborne,
Greg DeLancey, Jeff Dunman,
Freed Curd, Vernon Butterworth,
Mack Harris, Teddy Cohoon, Gary
Darnell, Bobby Bazzell, Barry
Johnson, Webb Caldwell, Sam
Parker, Jimmy Ford and Max
Cleaver.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Chester P. Culver,
pastor, will speak about "The Best
Thing That Cab Be Said About A
Christian" at 11 a.m. service at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. The
Rev. Russell Miller who has just
moved into the community and for
14 years was a full time evangelist
but recently retired from New
Zion Baptist Church, Wachula,
Fla., will speak at 6:30 p.m. service. Terry Byerly will direct the
music with Louise Short and
Tonya Wells as accompanists.
West Murray Church
Cloyce Sutton II will speak
about "The Perfect Child" with
scripture from Lukg 2:29-52 at
10:30 a.m. service and also at 6
p.m. service at West Murray
Church of Christ. John McKee will
direct the singing. Also assisting
will be Ken Gamble, Glenn
Reeder, Festus Moody, Bearl
Darnell and Bob Miller. Bible
classes will start at 10 a.m.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at Eastwood Baptist Church.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
First Methodist
The Rev. Bill Fisher, asSociate
pastor, will speak about "The
Prayer of the Kingdom" with
scripture from Luke 11:1-4 and
17:20-21 and Matthew 6:5-13 at 8:30
and 10:50 a.m. services at First
United Methodist Church. The
Chancel Choir will sing an anthem, "The Lord's Prayer," with
Bruce Chamberlain as director
and Joan Bowker as organist at
10:50 a.m. service.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak at 9 and 10:50 a.m. and 6
p.m. services at Westside Baptist
Church. His morning topic will be
"Abiding in Jesus Christ" with
scripture from John 15:7-11. Carol
Oliver will sing a solo at 9 a.m. At
10:50 a.m. Teresa Gilson and
Charlie Peeler will sing solos and
the Church Choir will sing
"Beaulah Land" with Tommy
Scott as director.
South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
will speak about "Always Be
Prepared" with scripture from
Matthew 25:1-13 at 10:45 a.m. service at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church. Truman
t'Whitfield will direct the music
with Tommy Gaines and Kathy
Erwin as accompanists. Also
assisting will be Katherine
Rickman, Twila Anderson,
Frances Erwin, Richard Nesbitt,
Bobby Hill, Hazel Lee Boyd and
Michael Parks.
Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "The Carpenter's Son" with
scripture from.Matthew 13:55-56
at 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services and
about "Five Steps to Wisdom"
with scripture from James 1:5,
3:13-17 at 6 p.m. service at Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Jerry Bolls, Ray
Karraker, David Ryan, Ed Bucy,
Jackie Geurin, Joel Fisher, Henry
Armstrong, Jim Vaughan,
Maurice Weaks, Jack Rose, John
Paul Nix, Charles Olree and Bill
Gargus,
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
speak about ,"Mountain Tops and

Fire smoke causes collision
The Calloway County Fire
Rescue has responded to several
calls during the recent dry spell.
On Thursday at. 11 a.m., an electrical fence was the cause of a
fled fire in the Coldwater area
which burned 60 acres, Sykes said.
Fire fighters managed to save a
trailer and house from damage.
The smoke from the fire, which
blew across Kentucky 121, caused
a two-car collision at approximately 12:05 p.m., according to a
report from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
According to the report, a vehicle driven by Patricia G. Reeves,
-32: Mayfield, crossed the center
line in the smoke and struck a car

driven by James R. Galloway, 33,
Sedalia.
No injuries were reported in the
incident.
At 12:15 p.m. Thursday, firemen
responded to a field and woods fire
on Kentucky 1346 which burned
two acres, Sykes said. The cause is
undetermined.
Also on Thursday at 1 p.m., fire
fighters were again called to Kentucky 1346to a field fire in another
area. The fire burned one acre on
land owned by Ronald Litchfield,
Sykes said. The cause is undetermined at this time. The Kentucky
Division of Forestry assisted in
the fires.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. It takes no size to critize.
2. You can have a ton of religion without an ounce of
salvation.
3. It's hard to get ahead, if you don't have one.
4. We should never be afraid to trust an unknown future to a
known God.
5. An unyeilded life is an unlighted lamp.
6. He who walks with God is never late for a spiritual meal.
7. Someone said, the difference between the Mississippi River
and the Dead Sea is: The Mississippi River gives 611,000 cubic
feet of water per second while the Dead Sea is dead be0ause it
doesn't give.

TUCK'S

Wide Tub/Shower
Selection eat°"$1 2C19
Shingles
#1 CELOTEX

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink
$219
PROGRAM NOV. 14 — A group of young adults known as Covenant will
perform at 7 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 14, at 7 p.m. in Stables of Curris
Center, Murray State University. The group is touring the continental
United States providing relational concert ministry events in local settings. Through concert and sing-along music, as well as personal word
and witness, Covenant provides a faith-encouraging program which
finds its base in the Christian gospel. Team members include,from left,
Todd Wick, Twila Kuhnau, Lynette Thiel, Dale Erickson, Jodi Brandon,
Lori Griffith and Gregg Helmich.

901/587-3000

4x8 LATTICE

9L5

r*o
LEADED
GLASS
DOORS
***
kitchen
cabinets
DOOR UNITS
faucets
sinks
vanities
commodes

Hwy. 641 S.
II

75376814

T.J'S
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

Game Time:
Ladies:5:15 Sat.
Men's: 7:30 Sat

Pharmacist
Monday Blahs
-The reas15n why you may
feel so blah on a Monday
morning is that you have
Jt'•your. binItigIC• dRICIt"over the weekend, according
to Dr. Richard M. Coleman
of the Stanford Sleep
Disorders Clinic. By staying
up later and then sleeping
later in the morning on
weekends, the body's natural
rhythm is upset. When you
attempt to restore the
rhythm on a weekday, your
body fights this. Di. Coleman's recommendation is
to maintain a regular routine
during weekends if you want
to eliminate the Monday
blahs.

Special Good Nov. 2-7

ANNUAL
BLUE/GOLD
BASKETBALL GAME

by
Walter Mehr

/9.95/6q

Hardboard
.Siding Q—

A fable that's
all too true

Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmac
CAPSULE
SUMMARY

PANELING Hwy.45 1 MI. Ss.
Martin, TN
(1O0 PATTERNS)

7:30-5:30 MON FRI
SAT 7:30-3.00

DR.GOTT

I.

FREE ADMISSION

Meet the players & coaches
after the game
Needline will be taking
canned food donations.
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By GARY LARSON

Woman indicted
in parachute case
KNOXVILLE, Term. (API - A
woman who dated a parachutist
who was laden with cocaine when
he fell to his death two years ago
has been indicted and is to surrender to federal authorities soon,
a newspaper reported Thursday.
Rebecca Sharp. 32, a paralegal
assistant from Lexington, Ky.,
and another person, whose identity was not revealed, were indicted
in May, according to unidentified
sources quoted in The Knoxville
News-Sentinel.
Ms. Sharp a,nd her attorney, W.
Thomas Dillard of Knoxville, were
unavailable for comment. C.S. Attorney John W. Gill Jr. and his
assistant, Russ Deadrick, refused
to comment Wednesday.
The sources did not give details
of the indictment, which has been
sealed since it was issued.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Undermine
4 Squandered
9 Court
12 Harem room
13 Mistake
14 Succor
15 'Blazing 17 King of birds
19 Small valley
2

5

4

3

12

6

-

42
43
44
46

31 Harvest
goddess
32 Measuring
device
34 Depot. abbr
35 Concerning
36 Seize with
teeth
37 Bar legally
lg Craftsmen

20 Villain in
"Othello
21 Actress
Sheddy
23 Absurdity
27 Web-footed
birds
29 Quarrel
30 Lat,n
conjunction

!9
!
.
8
8

- Star State
Reckless
Equal
Capital
Ti
of

Sarcastic
Goal
Haley opus
Tibetan
gazelle
55 Footlike part
56 Bread
ingredient
57 Finish
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14

13

DOWN
16

15
19
21
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22
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35
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1 Distress
signal
2 Girl $ name
3 Oars
26 , 4 Persuade
5 Smooth the
feathers of
6 Bitter vetch
7 Negative
8 - Island
9 •- Train '
10 Lubricate
11 Poem
16 - of Our
Lives
18 Matured
20 Arrow poison
50
21 Greek
marketplace
22 Sufferer from
Hanson's
disease
24 Frequently
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5NIFF... HA NG ON!

CIARFIE LP

1 71-4INK I SMELL
A JUMP START

I CAN'T
MOVE.
MY BATTERY
16 DEAD

COMING MY WAY!

0

Cc

A SNACK!

HOUR!

HE

DAVI5 11-6

sAi "You NEVER

KNOW, THE 21'-11
HALL COULD BURN
DOWN BEFORE
DINNER TIME"

Moat
Lueufrk
w I HAVEN
A CLUE

HE CALLS IT
"PREVENTIVE
EATING"

COULDN'T YOU SEE Ili
THAT IT WAS THE
COOKS eiROTHER ?

I'm SORRY HONEY. .4I WASN'T THiNKING

ara

Shoppers Mall
Wiggins Furn.
8idg 2,m NoJUUrraf
On US.641
%drl Wiggins Ow
53-4566

Open. Thurs.. Fn.
Sat. 9.5: San. 12-5

HAIRCUTS Etc will be
closed Monday Nov
16th for staff to attend
educational seminar
THE Gob o Nugget
south side of square,
Mayfield
Ky 247 6762
Diamonds. black hills
golo 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less, "We
guarantee 1 ' JIMMy
Thompson Jeweler
TRANSFER your /3MV
home movies to video
tape $350 per 50 ft
reel, tape inchipecl
Free pick up and deliv
ery
Call Donna Dar
nem, Video Production
Specialties 435 4349
In

6

Help

Wanted

PEPS needed for bust
ness accounts Full
time. 560.000 S80,000
Part time S12.000 $18.
000 No selling repeat
business Set your own
hours Training pro
video Cali 1 612 938
6870. M F Sam to Spm
i Central Standard
T i me I
SECURITY personnel
needed for 00th day and
night shifts at private
Must be de
resort
perable and have re
liable automobile For
appointment Call 474
2258
STANLEY Home Pro
du-ts needs extra help
for Christmas, no par
Can
ties necessary
earn $8 or more' per
For interview
hour
send phone number to
1503 Chaucer drive.
-Murray. Ky or call
753 1275
WANTED professional
drivers whO would like
to earn $30,000 or more
yearly in salary and
benefits Interested'
Call 753 1717 ask for
safety PTL ., Paschaii
Truck Lines. Inc 1
6 4 1 South
H W y
Murray, Ky -42071

Memory

ra

).
07 t h , sro plow
'53 5463 or 753 01.0
FORD trattor '951 Rea
i• ,i,
Bells
,ti
1100
S2600
Ike new S0.1
.
FRICK
power L'
4:26

Wanted

Sports

20

4
stret

E
moo.
mat

/el)
E

Moil( 4'1

2 2

N

4

tir

antious

000 r

$54.
.r,1
Att.,

•
*.• •-

Instruction

P,4,

I•16

Aetna:NNW IliNareitaar NA TS
Financial Aid Available
ALLIANCE
•*46
604100.

Can To Free Anytime

1-800-334-1203_

TRAVEL AGENT

•

TOUR GUIDE
,,ST
AIRLINE RESERVATT;'.
cl

r

P

1341.

!Nitirme Shift
Su prt-rN,imtbr

Ky 502 14" 7831
LAWN sweepers
swei, pers
swiipir
Eq u ,prrent
•
Ro 753 1319
NEW SS rolls 0
' •I
and tar paper
or 49? 8116
NEW and used electric
motors for sale I and 3
phase We can seH you a
motor for less jean yOu
can have it rewound
Get our pr ,c4.• ttefore yOu
buy
Dill Electric 759
1577
OREGON saw chains
3.8- pitch for 16" bar.
5999
5899 20 and 21
Wallin Hardw a r
PariS
POULAN chain saw,
excejlent condition $60
759 1764
RICKS of wood for safe.
S25 delivered 753 2383 •
RIDING lawn mower
woodstove
moped.
washing machine. 6
cylinder Ford engine
and misc 759 1837
RUBBER bed mats for
ALL makes of pick up
trucks. Stokes Tractor
753 1319
SATELLITE dish and
reciever, can take over
payments
7 5 3 472?
,m
before 21
SATELLITE dish with
Drake reciever and
rotary
5500 Phone
436 5862
SEASONED firewood,
$18 a rick
you haul
Puryear
Hazel area
after 5P M 901 247 3904

1 800 327 7728
oroditerInurrnbrr 7\ I+

12

Insurance

SON
Minimum Renoir.
1
1
mentc

,

OR DAUGHTF,R
AGE 19?

Unless still in
School or College.
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free' information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-41ff9
"free local ,laim ,sersice-

NE-ED work full or.
dart time Call Avon,
Faye McClure 753 0232
or want to buy Avon
NOW taking ap
plications for
•
- Waitresses and cooks
Apply after 4P M
Valley Drive In 94

All general office procedures plus receivables
& payables
Computer experience
preferred but not
essential
Send resume to P.O. Box
1010-A, Murray, Ky.

•

3 x 9 Bc,‘
'S3 804)

MO U SIPIRMICII NV/DIM ••••
.00. WOOS.
noes .0 I.,
••••••••
poem. pet• P.M
DO•
••••••,.

ARTIST model
De
partment of Art Part
time Salary 55 00 per
Experience in
hour
artistic sensitivity
preferred Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
and spring semester
Contact Department of
Art, Murray, Ky 42071
E0E
502 7 6 2 3784
M/F
"HIPING! Government
lObS your area $15,000
$68,000 Call 1602) 838
8885. Ext 684 "
MAINTENANCE man
needed at private re
sort, 5 days a week For
appointment call 474
2258
NEED a job? 4 openings
now You may qualify
(1)yOu do not have
if
G E D or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE
This project is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Call
Council
JTPA
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
12005 days a week

Secretary-

Equipment

r

I will help you strip your
tobacco I will sharpen
your knives tpocket or
hunting) I will clean
your gun (shotgun or
rifle) I repair crooked
stocks or forearms I
also repair crooked or
broken knife handles
You must be satisfied or
you don't pay
Very
reasonable prices Cal!
759 1770
WILL rake leaves and
clean gutters 753 9.04
WILL rake leaves and
haul them away on
Saturdays Reasonable
rates 753 8543 or 753
8227
WILL rake leaves from
your yard and clean
gutters Please come Or
304 N 6th St Murray
WILL rake leaves cut
and haul shubbery
AlSO_ Cut ana remove
hedges Call 753 9602 or
753 3534 anytirny
WILL take care of sick
5 days a
or elderly
week 53 50 per hour
around clock
Phone
753 656.4 or 527 347.4
WOULD like to help do
tobacco stripping ex
per ieeced
Also
rake leaves or ac.
oda lobs 753 7694

Wanted

Local business.

Furnishinas

To

. Old Eddy, •
Bog 128. Id).
4 2038 01 2
388 221 1
An Eqt,,-,
Employer

9
FA5-reiz f

Home

16

BEALITFUL Maple
ciinnette set Drop leaf
table pao Stereo re
cord player with stand
Excelient condition
759 1704 after 5P M
DRASTIC savings' New
shipment ot furniture
arrisini4tt-a.iy
make . your Christmas
wishes tome true
Layaway now
if we
don t have Nr1.11 you
want we wilt (Ict
and
save you money
Carrawav Furniture
105 N 3rd 753 150;
MAPLE dininu room
set table and 6 ch&rs
open face f,,th
Z.,tv 753 176'

LEARN
DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAIL L R

IN MEMORY
In loving memory
of Sammie Farley
who passed away
Nov. 6th. 1970.
Seventeen years
has passed since
you have been gone
And there are times
we weep & we moan
but as we grow
older. we. _sit &
thank what a good

Help

Situation

9

11

East

NOW YOU'RE COOR
PRISONERS. GET
OuT„ AND START
RUNNING .

cga

r

(37M
DINNER
t5 IN AN

Berk line
urniture Gallery

6

(2
....
..NAKE UP)

14:4-5 AND HE'S
GOING FOR

Notice

son like yoty really
meant. We have no
regrets what you
did not do. we just
thank our God for
giving us you.
Sadly missed by
The Family

74.-"PA
kav±otitl'ev•

1

NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the October Term thereof 1987. in the above cause.
for the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred Seventy i$1.270.00)
Dollars, with interest at the rate of 12ci per cent per annum from
the 20th day of July 1987. until paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Tabers Body Shop Chestnut St., Murray.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 23rd day of
November 1987, at 10 o'clock, or thereabout, upon a credit of cash,
the following described property. to-wit:
One 40' flat bed tandem axle road trailer, Serial No AF2309104.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Circuit Court

4

SOUND PROBLEM
NO ADJUSTME...- i5 NECE55AR)"

Legal

• COMMISSIONER'S SALE

41 Blemishes
45 Formerly
formerly
46 Once around
track
47 Hasten
48 Extinct
flightless
bird
49 Negative
'prefix
50 Youngster
53 Faeroe
islands
whirlwind

Answer to Previous Puzzle

1

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court. Tabers
Body Shop, Inc.. Plaintiff, Case No. 87-C-163 versus Doug Sann
Defendant

2

25 Surgical
thread
26 Public
storehouse
28 Secret agent
33 Greenland
settlement
34 Safekeeping
of goods in
warehouse
36 Prejudice
38 Winter
yen:cm
40 English
streetcars

48
51
52
54

Lega

Situation

Wanted

DEFENDABLE mother
would like to care for
your children. Willing to
help prepare pre
schoolers for kin
dergarten. Will keep
children on snow days
also Have excellent
references 489 2228.
'GENERAL house and
office cleaning, re
ferences supplied
759
1578
HE and She Cleantng.
Will do housetleaning,
business' cleaning and
windows Call 759 1578
or 4119 2644

14

Want to

Buy

JUNK cars and trucks
753 3633 ask for Larry
PROPANE gas tank,
400 to 500 gallons Call
weekdays after 5P M
or weekends anytime
492 8346 •
Aluminum
WANTED
cans, glass,
newspapers, gold and
silver Best prices paid
507 436 2163 ask for
Mike
15. Article

for

Face
Brick

Sale

GOOD couch and chair.
netitYa I ' teitdr5
Good_ Eureka carpet
sweeper, S25 , Childs car
seat, $15 Call 435 4438
after 5P M
16. Home Furnishings
OJEEN size water, ed
with bookcase h/ead
board. $150 354 8011

Start At
•'

$

1 40°Per

1000

Vowell &
Son, Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301

•
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Miscellaneous
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
;ERVICE all brands of

:ham saws Also. 3 and
I wheelers Stokes
Tractor, Industrial
Road
SMITH Corona electric
typewriter, excellent
zondition 474 8038
TORO hand hold
Glowers with 160mph air
-flow, $159 95 Stokes
Equipment, Industrial
Rd , 753 1319
USED 55 gallon drums
very good condition
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
USED color TV's with
AM/FM radio from
$110 each, table lamps,
$7 each, Mattress and
box springs. $30 set,
bedspreads, $T drapes,
Quality Inn,
$5
Paducah 1 443 8751
WOLFF tanning bed for
sale Call between 5 and
9P M 753 9559
WOODBURNING
stove, Ozik half. bed,
bibles, other
books
miscellaneous items
435 4121 after 6P M
WOOD for sale $25 a
rick, delivered
Seasoned hardwood
753 0184

NORTHW1ND Mobile
Home Park on North
16th Street now has
trailer lots and trailers
for rent 753 9866

38

Pets Supplies

4 FEMALE Beagles,
good hunting sto(
435-4226

MOVING must find

home for AK(' Re
gistered, sable colored
29 Heating and Cooling „Collie
Female
ri
verN
ATARI and portable months old
loveable, 675 759 1764
TV, 4 games like new
474-8038
CAROLINA woodstove, GOLDEN Retriever
pups. AKC registered
used 1 year like new
Best offer 753-0305 after Call 54)2-674-5roe; or 502
674-5770
51' M
RMBER Hearth
41.Public Sales
fireplace insert $425
753-9778
GRAN'DPAPPA Fisher
stove, excellent condi
lion Call 753-7186 after
4 301' M
Sat 8 2
7 miles north of Mur
30 Business Rentals
ray on 1824 at Dan
1500 SQ FT building

Yard Sale

formerly °erupted by
University Baptist
Mission
Air con
dawned and gas heat
Located In Dixieland
('enter on Chestnut
Directly adjacent to
MK' campus Call 7533.018
31

Want to

ny's Service Station
(formerly Thvveatt

TV

Radio

Moving
Sale

Garage
Sale

Yard Sale

Yard Sale
Saturday
Nov. 7th
7:30 a.m.2:30 p.m.
Meadow Green
Acres Subd.
(121 South)

*Four Star *
Mobile Horne
Repair
F0, •11 row

-.71r mobilo how* moods*

28 Mobile Homes for Rent

ATTRACTIVE 2 bedroom brick with range.
refrigerator, large
ity and shady lot
Garden area
Married
couples only
Deposit
and references 491-8594
after 61' M
RENT. W(1. or sale, 5
room well insulated
house. near Murray
Married couple. no pets.
deposit. references 7537551
THREE bedroom
house. unfurnished.
carpeted. electric heat,
near hospital
Adults,
no pets References
Call 759-1837

0x40 ON large private
lot, for 1 Or 2 people $85
Call
per month
489 1595
BEDROOM furnished
mobile home 2 baths on
Hwy 641 Hazel, Ky
$150 a month, $/00
You pay all
•-',deposit
your bills Call answer
mg service 492 8806
36

* Four Star *
Mobile Horne
Repair

YARD
SALE

Saturday,
Nov. 7th
21
/
2 miles on
94 East

Yard Sale
Saturday 8
310 S 10th St

Moving
Sale
800 a m
Sat & Sun
94 East to 732 turn
right, 1'/2 miles

BASEBALL
CARD SALE
Saturday
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Take Hwy 783
(Airport Rd.) to
Penny intersection,
turn left on Forest
Coleman Rd , 2nd
house on left

ANOTHER BIG
BARN SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Old Garment Factory
(2nd & Poplar)

Yard Sale
Fri

Nov 6th
95
Medye Lane in
Coldwater
Across the St
from
Darnell s Beauty Shop

Moving
Sale
Saturday 7 a.m.
1617 Loch
Lomond

V nu name it don I miss ni ,

Big
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
306 N 8th St.

Hwy. 121 South

37

Livestock Supplies

SI M
ENTA 1. and
Simbrah bulls Per2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
formance 11, semen
unfurnished, some new
tested. Excellent qualfurniture, natural gas
ity. 6650 & up. Cadiz,
electric, air con
Ky. 522-8794
ditioned Shady OakS
A 'PER pleasure rack753 5109
ing gelding, anyone can
CLEAN 2 bedroom rlde him.
American
home, well kept court. saddle bred,
pleasure
$80 single Call 753 8216 and show prospects
after 5P.M
Stud service 753-9390

Kentucky Lake
Realty
Specializing in
Kentucky Lake Properties

502-354-6325
Office: Located just off KY Lake on U.S.
68 1/4 miles east of Johnathan Creek
bridge near Aurora. For Brochures write:
Rt. 5, Benton, KY

YARD
SALE

Saturday, Nov. 7
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
309 South 10th
Near Hospital
• -cora Player & raO,
,'• ,04 Per,ech ofc
•-cor05 Pur COal ihige

ne.
mercnanaise
t•Diess.on glass 0i5b.--

6 Party
Yard Sale
Saturday
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fairlane Drive
Panorama Shores

YARD SALE
Fri., Nov 6th
8 a m -5 p.m.

Sat. Nov. 7th
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
602 S. 9th St

Saturday
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
310 lrvan

.

Sat. Nov. 7
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
at the Ceramic Bouti
que parking lot. Hwy
94
West
(near
Tri City)
fdll outtinly, lii
turn , home 'Mct
material, attre sn urtilie-

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. til 4 p.m.
641 north turn On 1824
to Candlelight Sub end
of road torn right

'5 0,cycies blue Dasii i
vii000 SPOve kola .

Rain or shine
at "garage & tent

43

44

49

Used

Cars

1947 LINCOLN Con
?mental Mark II, good
shape $3500 or best
otter Call Chuck 753
9826
1973 VOLKS Wagon,
square back type 3, 1
owner, goo° condition,
5950 753 7761 after
5P M
1977 VISTA Cruiser
station wagon, power
windows and locks with
trailer hitch and air
shocks. $800 Very clean
and runs good. 759 1764.
1978 THUNDERBIRD
with t top, PS, PB, AC,
reclining vinyl seats,
excellent condition 753
3785 after 6P M
1982 FORD Escort, 1
tone brown, air con
ditioning, power steer
ing, good condition.
753 6655
1984 BLACK T Bird,
V 8, PS, PB, PW, extra
nice. 435.4567

Real Estate

KOPPERLD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L for courteous.
competent Real Estate
service. We make baying ar selling Real
Estate easy for you
LAKE Barkley properties. Lakefront lots
in an area where you
can have a boat dock.
$12.500 Lakefront
homes from 167.500 180
acres level wooded land
6300 per acre...Most
properties within 5
minute drive to. the
fantastic Lake Barkley
Lodge with its many
amenities -18 hole golf
course, marina, and
airport Lake Barkley
Realty Jean Spann
Wilson. Broker. 104
Canton Blue Springs
Road, Cadiz. Kentucky
42211 924-5361. 522-8625
Lots for

Dan Taylor
Formerly of Murray SFueor”

Freddie Poe
IFO‘Mery

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Inc. of
Paris, TN
New & Used
GM Executive
Program Vehicles
001-042-3000
Hwy. 79 W. Perl•

1985 LINCOLN Town
car, 38,000 miles, white
with red leather, sharp!
Gate 3 Sales, Paris
642 0 6 4 6 ; nights
642 7971.

'86 Hondo Accord
2-door, LX1 17,000
miles, 5 speed loaded
753-5279 after 5 p.m.

Sale

1986 BUICK' Regal
real
BEAL
L building Summerset
ngine,
lots for sale Ideal for beauty! V6
air.
retirement homes. near automatic wi
Donaldson Creek, on, Gate 3 Sales, 1Paris
east side of Barkley 6 4 2 0 6 4 6 ; nights
Lake. V tenths of a mile 642 7971.
from Calhoun Hill Boat 1986 GRAND Am SE,
Dock Will sale all or 36,000 actual miles,
part of this subdivision. white, loaded with ex
Call '924.5419or 522-3330 tras. 759 9527 or
753 1596.
for Earl Grace
79 CHEVETTE, 4 door,
KENTUCKY Lake lot 1
acre. 12x60 mobile extra clean, 5695 Call
home septic and well. 753 0228
79 TRANS Am, red,
616,500. Home- 442-1770
or Office- 442-3632. Ow- athomatic, power and
air $2800. Serious inner financing
quiries only 753 9342
45 Farms for Sale
'82 AUDI 500() 4 door
30 ACRES with 4 bed- sedan, bronze with
room house and shop. beige leather, gas
Located at Coldwater. turbo, automatic with
air and sun roof $5500.
Call 489-2761 after
M
Shown by appointment 753 9963
only
Need An Extra Car
46

Homes for

Sale

2 BEDROOM house in
county. 3 itreplaces.
high ceilings, partially
remodeled
Woodworking shop, other outbuildings. fencing,
gardens, fruit plantings. Reduced to 619,
500 759-1625.
4 BEDROOM house
with 1 bath, on 1 acre,
.wood and electric heat,
1 1 '2 miles west of
Dexter $22,000 Phone
759 4059, James & Neva
Rickman.
BY owner on Barkley
Lake 3 bedroom, 2
bath, fireplace,
workshop, satellite,
wood burner plus heat
pump and central air.
569,000 502 886 3708
FOR the tired cir re•
tired! Immaculate exterior and interior....
new vinyl gutters
plastic' under house...
all pipes wrapped...
priced low 20's... 753
1492 Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
HOUSE and 2 lots
bedrooms, kitchen, living room, bath, dining
room, utility room.
Carport, garden and 2
out buildings. 523.000.
492 8492_
HOUSE lo
sale or
trade 2 bedro
2 car
garage on lake in
Lakeway Shores. 4365369.
PRIVATE extra nice
small basement home 3
miles SW of Murray.
House sets on 1.6 acres
and was built for ex
pansion. Ideal starter or
retirement property.
Many extras, must see
to appreciate $36,000.
)53 6125
SELECT your lot and
floor plans in new Pine
Creek Hills subdivision.
Will build home on 1/2
acre lot for under
570,000 For details call
Della Miller at Century
21 Loretta Jobs Real
tors 753 1492 or 753 2721
47

Yard Sale

Public Sales

3 Family
First Time
Yard Sale

Saturday
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
1505
Beckett Dr.

For Rent Or Lease

:es 'for*, 5.k ,,) lu 70X30
753-9918 If no snow'
7534078. 753-0096

41

YARD
SALE

Key MiniWarehouses

Anchoring 8,
Complete Repair

* (502)492-8488 *

Public Sales

Rent

CHRISTIAN retired
couple .wish to rent a
LEASE TO OWN 25 room in Murray for two
console TV with remote, weeks- Write to LAN
$53 a month
Murray Rohrbach. 347 May
Rental & Sales 753 8101
Drive, Adrian
Sat. 8:00
LEASE TO OWN 19" Michigan 49221
color TV. $28 a month
218 Woodiawn
Murray Rental & .Sales 32 Apts for Rent
753 8101
1 bedroom apartment
LEASE TO OWN Mr
Lease and deposit No
eless remote VCR, $32 a pets 753-9205 after.
month
Murray Rental 41' M
& Sales 753 8101
1 bedroom apartmenta-a
PHILCO VCR's from Murray Manor Apart753 0315
$309 to $389 P,
:ico 13" ments
753.8668 Equal
color TV, $719 19" color Housing OoDortunitv
Tv. $289 90 clsa.. same 2 BEDROOM
duplex in
as cash no payment ail Northwood 6295 per
February with ap
month 759-4406
proved credit
Jones
RFFICIENC) apartGoodyear 721 S 12th,
ments for eligible per
753 0595
Sat Nov 7th
sons, age 62 or older, or
SATELLITE antenna disabled as
defined by
84
System. 8' dish, all social
security re
Drake controls with gulatians _
1707
Parklane
Rent based
remote motor drive, on
income Applications
100' of cable
n
excel
may be obtained at
lent condition
5750 Housing Authority
of
489 2633
Murray. K1' located at
USED VCR's from S1005 716,Nash Drive
to $150 Call 753 7670
MI R Cal apts Nor
27 Mobile Homes for Sale thwtx)d Dr 1. 2 or 3 BR
Ink
Now renting
Equal
14x56, 4 months old, Housing Opportunity
take over payments 759-49M, ,
with $100 down Central \OW taking apheat and air 436 5430
plications for I and 2
1981
1402 MOBILE bedroom section 8. lose
Saturday
home large kitchen, income family at
living room with Southside Manor Apar.
7 a.m.-12 p.m
fireplace. 2 bedrooms tments Call 753 5221
large bath 753 7913 or Equal Housing
504 S 6th St
753 4544
rtunit •
IMMEDIATE posses s. AI.I. I bedroom furson available on 74460 nished apartment. near
doublewide with extras hospital 492-8662 after
12x12 room attachea 51' M
House type 'siding nice TAKING applications
carpets, service pole for Section 5 Kent
Call 753 2616
Subsidized'apt 1. 2 or 3
BEDROOM mobile BR
Apply HrIldale
home, 12x60 in Fox Apts
Hardin. Ky
Meadows Reasonably Equal Housing
priced Gas heat 753 ialxirtunity
7189
IF you're looking for a
NOW
beautiful well built
RENTING )
144e
1
home this is it
1986
custom Guilt 114x80
Calloway Gorden.
Bucaneer, 3 bedrooms
Issas Downs Apartments
2 full baths, all electric
Diu/pad Drive
central heat and air
1 A 2 Bedrooms
3 4" tongue 'and groove
plywood floors, heavily
Carpet, Drapes
insulated, Dupont
Modern Appliances,
stainguard carpet with
Low Utilities.
double pad
C. F re
Equal Sousing opportunity
frigerator with ice
maker, Sears heavy
Apply in person or call
duty washer and dryer
753-7383 or 753-8556
island, stove Ara: much
more $18,000 Call after
5P M 437 4.455
34 Houses (or Rent
26

41

Motorcycles

1985 N1NJA 900, boughf
new last year, excellent
condition, must sell
753 6937
FOR sale Low mileage
moped by Yamaha,
High
good condition
MPG
Law operating
cost 5700 Phone 753
8034
49

Used

Cars

1984 MERCURY
Cougar, PB, PS, fully
elec., cassette AM/FM
radio, automatic trans.,
32,000 miles 492 8626

For A Few Days?
Rent From

CCM`

At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502 753 2617
E W information
Jeeps, Car's, 4x4's seized
in drug raids, buy from
$100. Call for facts
today. (602) 842 1051
ext. 1323
50

Used

Trucks

1976 CHEVROLET
Cheyenne 10 pickup,
L.W.B, with camper, a
lot of miles Still good
condition. $1200. Call
436 2521 after 5P.M
1976 FORD window van,
cheap! Call 753 0035 or
after 5P.M. 753 5690.
1980 DODGE, 6 cylinder, short bed, $1450.
435 4374 after 5P.M.
1982 FORD truck, 6
cylinder, straight shift,
nice, 49,000 miles. Call
759 1891.
1983 FORD Ranger
pickup $2850 Call 492
8566.

49.Used Cars
1985 FORD Ranger
pickup Call 492 8566
70 MODEL Ford
pickup 435 4318
73 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive truck, good
condition, front lock in
hubs 753 5737
76 FORD XLT PS, air,
61,000 miles, 1 *owner,
good condition. 33850.
753 6648
'77 TOYOTA pickup
truck, $650 or best otter
436 5851
79 GMC pickup, excel
lent condition 437 4832

52

Boats Motors

1978 17 TR I hull with
walk through wind
shield and built in gas
tank, 150 Mercury mo
tor with power trim.
Great ski boat for
family. $3000. 759 1764.
ALUMICRAFT boat
with trailer and 18HP
Johnson motor
Call
759-9882.
STARCRAFT runabouf
boat with trailer and
35HP Chrysler outboard
motor, 1963 model, $900.
Can be seen at Ken
lucky Lake call 314 4711096, Sikeston, Mo after
6P M. for location.
53

Services

Offered

A 1 ENTERPRISE
Wholesale dealer in gas
and wood burning ap
pliances, offering full
service installation.
Also, fireplace repair.
'Chimney cleaning
'Masonry *Damper
'Bird screen •Hoods.
436-5355.
A 1 STUMP Removal.
Reasonable rates, 10"
below surface. Call us
before you decide. Free
estimates. 753-0906.

Painting

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications
Call
Sears 753 1310 for free
estimate
HAMILTON C)Itured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753 9400
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate
LAWN mower and
chain saw repair. 6
years experience Re
asonaule rates
Puryear 901 247 5859
LEAF pick up, lawn
maintenance, seeding
and fertilizing. Call
Turnbow Mowing Ser
vice 753 2993
L EE'S CARPET
CLEANING
For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references
LICENSED electrician,
residential and corn
mercial. Air condition
ing. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753
7203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps 759
4850.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alteratiOns:
Free estimates_ Call G
& A 4362617.
Q UALITY
workmanship
Frame
and trim carpenter.
Remodeling, patio and
fencing
D.L. Poole,
435-4306..

3 ladies.
By job or by hour.
Neat, reasonable.

T.V.
VCR Repair

7153-13E1150
ALL types of masonry
work. Block, brick,
concrete all basements,
driveways, patios.
Large or small jobs
Chimneys and chimney
repair. 26 years ex
perience. Charles Bar
nett 753-5476
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 27 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hoppef,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753 4872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354 6956 or 7535341.
COLLEY Tree Service.
Keep your trees in
shape by topping, prunin
deadwooding,'
spraying, fertilizing, or
removal of unwanted
trees. Stump removal.
Complete tree care. '14
years experience. Free
estimates. 753 0366.
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, brick and
biock work. CALL 502
492 8160.
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
Also,
Striping
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading Phone
753 1537.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate. for
your needs
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753.4545 or
753 6763.

Backhoe Service
& Septic Tank Installation
Ditching - Sewer Repair - Septic Tank Repair
Gagne, Stemerlemy 753-6156

Wsog's
R givaits
"Take our management
path to success"
It the road ahead looks too much like the
•
road behind its time you changed
vehicles

Murray Appliance
T.V.'s
Over 30 Years
Experience
G.E. VCR &
all brands TV's

Joe Branson
Murray, Ky. 42071

•••Pmwitortrearearireilyrawnr

La0.of nos
11010/4111.• err.
140 11 Ur WA
Uwe Sem

a/0-1
Mot a ea Ir..
••••
-;

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
.CFse - ....••••••• 5.•.
7 5. 3- 2 57 1

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete
Free es
timates Call 474 2307 or
753 6973
SEWING Machine Re
pair
All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines_ Also scissor
sharpening 40 yrs.
experience
All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674.
Stella. Ky.
SUREWAY Tree Ser
vice. Topping, pruning,
tree removal Aerial
bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prof
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage
Free estimates
No
obligations 753 5484.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completeV '
guaTanteed
Cali or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah. K
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
WORD _proceSsing. your
office Transcription a
specialty
Phone 354
6747.
56

Free Column

FREE
2 female 1 2
Fo-x terriers 1 1
Dachshuno
both 2
Also, Iris,
years old
Setter and standard s
part Chihuahua Gocc
guard dogs 753 5537

7531
*

5940

All Types Of

41

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop tpi

kit

see our,showroom

409 SuNBURY - MURRAY - (Boma Bunny &sac A

**********************

EGYPTIAN COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION, INC. PRESENTS:

THE GREATER PADUCAH, KY

GUN SHOW
November Zth & 8th, 1987
Saturday & Sunday - 9-00 bit 5 00

Executive Inn
PADUCAH, KY
GUNS 'KNIVES 'GOO 'SILVER 'AVERY • a44005.'
SPORT CLOTHES'COINS'VAC REi.084)NG SUPPLIES'

--

Open to the public, be sure to bring your guns to
BUY - SELL
TRADE
Mee RCA REP ROGER DORSET* AND SEE TA-tE gc.IGEP.'•;i 4

EGYPTIAN COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 138, Centralia. IL 62801
Phone 618/495-2572 or 618/548-1940
Admission: 91.50
Dealers Tables $20.00
KY: 502/8514377

AUCTION
Saturday, November 7, 1987
10 a.m. Rain or Shine
5 miles %outhwest of Mayfield. Ky. on U.S. 45 Hwy.
Office equipment. truck tires, tents, hunting eqbipment. restaurant equipment. commercial & electrical
supplies. steel trusses & metal sheets .
Office Equipment: Desks, commercial filing cabinets,
desk lamps, office chairs, typewriters. electric SC
manual, copying machines.
Truck Tires: Several hundred tires i used & like new,
some road tread SI some mud tread, 9.00 x 20's, 10.00
x 20's also, 11.00 x 20's & 12.00 x 20's. All size tires.
Hunting Equipment: Tents, stoves. etc.
Shop Tools t. Steel: 25 Ton hydraulic cylinder, cutting
torches & gauges, timing lights, grease guns, jack
stands, bolts & nuts 'fine threads & regular threadsi.
steel truss sections are 27 ft., 3" metil posts 5-6 ft. long,
41,1" flex pipes, 4x8 22 gauge metal sheets.
Electric Supplies: 4 commercial electrical boxes, commercial wire, electrical plugs 220 & 440
Restaurant Equipment: Commercial gas stove with
grill, commercial electric stove with grill, warmer
lamps. food warmers, commercial refrigerators, com1.
mercial ice boxes, commercial ice cream boxes, tray
carts for plates & other restaurant items.
Order of Sale: Office equipment. restaurant equipment,
hunting equipment 81 tents, shop tools & steel. electric
supplies & tires
Hobert Keen, Owner
Route 4, Mayfield. Ky. 318-2022

Out leaders who know how to make things
happen Well give you a competitive
salary, a great benefits package. and the
opportunity you've been waiting for. You
give us your best effort and we'll do the
rest

1111 Chestnut St.

Services Offered

ECM

**I
I•

Our management training program turns

See what you've been missing aryl let
the right company show you all the right
moves
Resume to

53

53. Services Offered

Col. Paul Wilkerson

& Sons
•

Real Estate & Auction
',owes, KV 874-5323, 874-5859
Licensed in Ky. & Tenn.
Franklin J Wilkerson 674-5580
Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
Dale Harris 674.5854
Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
Tom Emery, 851 3662
Fred Nester, 247-6557
Auctioneer
Apprentice Auctioneer
Greg Wilkerson. 874-5946
Apprentice Auctioneer
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OBITUARIES .
Buford C. Byrd
Services for Buford C. Byrd,
former resident of Murray. were
conducted Wednesday in Orlando,
Fla.
Mr. Byrd, 79, of Orlando, died
Sunday at a hospital there. Born in
Graves County, he was a retired
automobile salesman.

Clarence Compton

Mr. Byrd is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Geneva Byrd: one daughter.
Mrs. Ida Marie Butler,
Windermere, Fla.; one sister.
Mrs. Walter (Gladys ) Conner.
Murray; two grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.

William Henry Lentz
William Henry Lentz, 86, of Rt.
2, Paragould. Ark., and father of
Mrs. R.B.
rton Jr., 811 North
19th St., Mur-Fay. died Thursday at
Arkansas Methodist Hospital,
Paragould.
He was a member of Seventh
and Mueller Church of Christ and
a retired farmer.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Vera Walden Lentz; three
daughters, Mrs. Barton and her
husband. Murray, Margie Lentz,
North Little Rock, Ark., and Mrs.

Amogie Brunzo, Memphis, Tenn.;
two sons, Robert Lentz and his
wife, Marie, Jackson, Miss., and
Gary Lentz, Phoenix, Ariz.
Also surviving are six grandchildren including Brooks Barton
of Abilene, Texas, and Britannie
Barton of Murray; three sisters;
one great.grandchild.
The funeral will be Saturday in
the chapel of Mitchell Funeral
Home, Paragould. R.B. Barton Jr.
of Murray will officiate

U.S. unemployment rate increases
WASHINGTON AP — The
jobless rate edged up to 6.0 percent in October — the first increase in 18 months — despite the
creation of more than 500,000 jobs
and significant growth in
manufacturing employment, the
government said today.
The Labor Department's survey
of households showed 415,000 more
Americans at work last month
than in September. But the
civilian labor force grew by
500,000, raising the jobless rate by
0.1 percentage point.
September's 5.9 percent rate
had been the lowest in nearly eight
years.
Both overall employment and
the size of the civilian labor force
had dropped in September as hundreds of thousands of students
returned to school after summer
vacations. It was that drop that
largely accounted for September's
0.1 percentage point drop from the
6.0 percent rate of July and
August.
The October survey was taken in
the second week of the month, just
before the 508-point drop recorded
in the Dow Jones industrial stocks
index on Oct. 19. Most private
economists say the effects of recent market activity won't be
reflected in unemployment

calculations for a few months.
A separate department survey
of business payrolls showed
550,000 jobs were created in October, including 65,000 on factory
assembly lines. That followed a
gain of 55,000 manufacturing jobs
in the preceding month.
Sinie June, factory employment
has grown by 220.000 jobs, providing evidence that manufacturers left behind through most of
the recovery, at 59 months the nation's longest, are finally catching
up.
The commissioner of labor
statistics, Janet L. Norwood, told
the congressional Joint Economic
Committee that payroll employment rose in more than 60 percent
of the nation's industries

Hog market
FedenO•State Market Ness Service
8. 1917 Restock) Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes @Buying Stations Receipts %cr.
793 Est. 1100 Barrows 6 GUla .$0 HIgber. Sons
steady 1.00 HiKber
US 1.2 220-250 lbs.
$44.75-41.25
US 1.2 2001:20 lbs
73-4075
US 1-3 teams lbs
141.20-40.73
US 3-4 25e-770 lb.
$31.24,40.23
Sows
US 1.2 ro-tso lbs
1121.30-39.30
US 1-3 900-430 lbs
11-39.00 scat
US 1-3 450-3410 lbs
$211.OP 30AM
US 1.3 3111/41640 lbs
1133.0034.00
US 2-3 7/511-300 lbs
$210020.00
Boars SZIO.5S.32-30

Stock Market
Prices's

of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+5.14"
Goodyear
Previous Close
1985.41
I.B.M.
Air Products
.-332/2 unc
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
Jerrie°
1
4B 24A
. -23/
AT&T
30 unc
Kmart
Briggs & Stratton
27/
1
2 +VI
Kroger
Chrysler
27/
1
2 -3/.
JCPenney
MX Corp
271/4 -3/2
Penwalt
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
24/
3
4 Ns
Dollar Gen. Store
.71/4B 7%A
Sears
Exxon
..42'/s + 1/2
Texaco
Ford
78 '
AY
Time Inc.
G.A.F.
42/
1
2 -1/4
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
60/
1
2 +%
Wal-Mart
.99% .4.14
GenCorp, Inc.
Wendy's
Goodrich
..... 34 +1
C.E.F. Yield
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Clarence Compton, 80, of 831
Hurt St., Murray, died today at
5:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a member of Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 16, 1907, in Trigg
County, he was the son of Matthew
Compton and Daisy Puckett
Cornpton.
One son, George Compton. died
July 4, 1977.

Fred T. Phillips

He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Lloyd (Katie i Weatherly.
Tuscaloosa, Ala., and Mrs. Bill
(Carolyn Roberts7 Buchanan,
Term.; two sons, Gene Compton,
Detroit, Mich., and Teri'y Compton, Nashville, Term.; 12 grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of the
arrangements.

Mrs. Patricia Syndergaard
Mrs. Patricia (Patty )
Syndergaard, 67, of Charleston,
died Wednesday at 6 p.m. at
the home of a daughter in St.
Louis. Mo.
Her husband. Dr. P. Rex
Syndergaard, died Dec. 6, 1980. He
was a former history professor at
Murray State University.
Born Dec. 12, 1919, in St. Louis,
she was the daughter of the late
Oliver Graf and Hazel Poe Graf.
Mrs. Syndergaard was a
member of Charleston First
Presbyterian Church, Circle I of
United Presbyterian Women. and
Charleston Reading Circle.
Survivors are four daughters.
Mrs. Michael Mary Kay( Bowers
and Mrs. Ralph (Susan ) Ankenbrand, St. Louis. Mo.. Mrs. James

(Sally ) Stanberry, Greenup, Ill.,
and Mrs. David (Martha
Bartlett, Effingham, Ill.; nine
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. at Charleston First
Presbyterian Church, Charleston,
Ill. The Rev John Dodson will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Roselawn
Cemetery at Charleston. Friends
may call from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Friday ( at Caudill-King Funeral
Home, Ckiarleston.
The farhily requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Circle I of First
Presbyterian Church or to the Dr.
P. Rex Syndergaard Scholarship
Fund at Eastern Illinois University, CharlestOn

Final rites for Fred T. Phillips
are today at 2 p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist Church. The Rev. Eddie Young and the Rev. Terry Sills
are officiating. Music is by the
Church Choir with Max McGinnis
as director and Laura Paschall
and Sharon Furches as
accompanists
Active pallbearers are Larry

Burial was in the church
cemetery with arrangements by
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Mr. Phillips, 82, Rt. 7. Murray,
died Tuesday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Boyce McCuiston
The funeral for Boyce McMr. McCuiston, 80, Rt. 5, MurCuiston was today at 11 a.m. in the
ray. died Wednesday at 10:45 p.m.
chapel of Blalock-Coleman , at Western Baptist Hospital,
Funeral Home The Rev. Roy GibPaducah
son and the Rev. R.J. Burpoe officiating. Music was by Hoyt
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Roberts and Anna Requarth.
Hilda Thurman McCuiston, one
Pallbearers were Steve Mcdaughter. Mrs. Ronald (Joretta I
Cuiston, Bobby McCuiston Jr.
Adams. Mayfield; two sons,
Chuck McCuiston. Nick Johnson, Charles B. McCuiston and Bobby
Mike Adams and Jeff Adams, McCuiston, Rt. 5, Murray; 11
grandsons.
grandchildren, eight greatBurial was in Hicks Cemetery
grandchildren

Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc.
GM QUALM,' FE3
SERVICE PARTS

1986 Chevy
ig;
asa
;
01 EICamino

Wednesday at 4:07 pm. at
home. He had been an electrical
engineer with a data processing
service and was a graduate of the
University of Kentucky.
Survivors are his wife. 'Mrs.
Mary Ann Still West; one
daughter, Mrs. Monroe iMonika I
Jones. Memphis, Tenn.; one son.
Mark West, Lexington; two
sisters, Mrs. Dwane Anna
Melton. Murray. and Mrs. Reno
(Audreyi Vaughn. Crofton: three
brothers, James West. Birmingham, Ala.„ Billy West,
Hopkinsville, and Donald West.
Murray.

-

2-tone blue, P.S.,
P.R.. air, auto, tilt,
cruise, 27XXX mi.

90,30000

Layaway Now For Christmas
New Exclusive Recessed Turntable
LITTLE-BIG
MICROWAVE OVEN

Big inside to cook a COMPlete meal•••1 enefnCr
•, mt.

• A ulc.. .c wood 1W.0st

Mrs. Ovaleen Duke
Funeral rites for Mrs. Ovaleen
She is survived by two
R. Duke will be Saturday at 2 p.m
daughters. Mrs. Margaret Tucker.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Hickory, and Mrs. Betty Dodge.
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bardwell; two sons. Ted Duke, Rt.
Charles Nelson and the Rev. Jack 7. Mayfield, and Jeff Duke. Rt. 1,
Doom will officiate.
Hickory; stepmother. Mrs. Onie
Burial will follow in Chapel Hill West,- Rt. 5. r Mayfield: stepCemetery.
daughter, Mrs. Linda Wright,
Friends may call at the funeral Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Joetta
home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight 'Riley, Kansas: five brothers.
Friday:
James and Dwight West. FarmMrs. Duke, 76, Rt. 2, Hickory, ington, Connie West. Mayfield.
died Thursday at 2:07 a.m. at and A.B. and Edward West, St
Western Baptist Hospital. Louis. Mo.; 12 grandchildren:
Paducah.
seven great-grandchildren.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
7S3 2617

Fred West
Services for Fred West are today at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. David Brasher is officiating and Lisa Jones is pianist.
Active pallbearers are Kenny
Vaughn, Charles West. David Still,
Thomas Lancaster, Michael
Stewart and Monroe Jones.
Honorary pallbearers are Glenn
Olson, Wayne Henderson, James
Overby, Solon Bucy. James
Rickman, Coleman Benefield.
Bobby Puckett and Dick Van
Paepeghern.-:
Burial will folltw in Murray.
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. West. 51, Rt. 8. Murray. died

Cherry, Larry Parks, Ralph
Darnell, Steve Knott. Kenneth
Phillips and Tripp Furches.
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Now
. Only
We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center

Hwy. 641 North

INext to Cam s AMC Jeer)!

759-1505

Let us help you with your "HOME" work

Wilson Real Estate

29 +Vs
• VA + 1.4
610

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Fresh on the market and at
great
price! 3 RR.
r bath. brOk & wood
frame home.[Located on quiet street in
the city. Mid 'St's. For appointment call
todar.

Where else can r ou find a 3 RR hum.
in the city priced in the 20'•
or mot.
information. call Wilson /trait', toda,

Fri & Sat Nights
10 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Thru November
--Cheek out this 3 RR. 2 bath home. Ap
proximately 1200 sq. ft. itort furniture
goes. Lots utilit3, bills. Great price at
$34.000.

NOW...
4°
BIG SAVINGS
ON THE WORLD'S
LEADING SAW CHAIN!

40%
OFF
Thursday, Friday
and Saturday Only
Chains to fit any brand of Saw:
Echo - Stihl - Homelite Husgvarna - Poulan - McCullough Remington - Pioneer

Murray Home & Aut
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon -Fri; 7:30-5 Sat
Chestnut St. 753-4110 or 753-2571

t RR farm house with 30 acre,. teha,
co barn, hen house. stock-barn &
more. Home has been tipKroded
Aluminum siding. For More inforro3
lion call non.

Buy Any Large Pizza
Get a Medium Pizza

99(Up

Just sit back in this 2 RR home, flip on
1,our satellite T1 and enjor. arport.
gar heat & more. Priced at 515,300.

2

Perfect starter home or hurtle oirr,4,
from home! 2 RR. nice lot. prir ate &
peaceful. Reduced price imolai

to 10 Items
Same Ingredients)

For Only
PICK UP OR DELIVERY

Any Large Pizza

Only

999

Up to 10 Items - Original Crust

"0 p. circle. call! 3 RR, 2 bath home
ith large I.R. DR. kit. & famllr room
acres. 555.900.

This 4 KR home is contenienth located
near the downtown area What a tw,
for $33.000
all todar

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun. & Mon
Nov. 5th-9th
DINE-IN, PICK-UP 9R DELIVERY

The best pizza in town. Wetfat/
Chestnut St.
Repo Bargain! 4 room home with full
basement. This home would pros ide
4.111 with that ',Orate life r ou'r 4. been
looking for 518,500. Offers urged
Kim Wilson
Teddy tOhoon
Joyce 13etswthrth
Alrrinlit Bolen

Wayne Wilson
nits Elkins
Janis Hick*

3 BR 4-Frame home with 3341r 2Iti lop
Built in 197/1. located near the laic,
NM Ills.
Sharon Wilson
Jackie Rushing
Ron Talent

Pat krmstrong
Store Durbin
Wilbur Ramer
.ludy Rorge

753-6656

